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Abstract

Abstract

Communicating the content of molecular life science is a challenge that educators and
researchers face on a daily basis. The complexity of this communication arises partly
because molecular events occur at a scale of both size and time which is not perceivable to
humans, and partly from the multiple and stochastic interactions involved in those events.
This dissertation presents research investigating the development and use of a combined visual and haptic virtual model in higher education. The model presents molecular
recognition through the example of protein-ligand docking, and enables students to simultaneously see and feel representations of the protein and ligand molecules and their
force interactions. The research efforts have been divided between educational research
aspects and development of techniques for haptic feedback motivated by the encountered
challenges of haptically representing molecular interactions.
The developed virtual model, named Chemical Force Feedback (cff), was evaluated
in situ through laboratory exercises in a Master’s level course on molecular interactions.
Aiming at isolating possible influences on learning from the use of haptics the students were
divided in two groups, one ran cff with haptics, and the other used the same equipment but
with force feedback disabled. Pre- and post-tests showed a significant learning gain from
the system, and after further development of the probes a difference was found between
the groups, showing that the addition of haptics influenced the ways students reasoned
about molecular recognition.
Students’ interactions with the system were captured through log files and analyzed
using multiple techniques, a novel approach in an educational research context, which
required development and application of existing visualization tools to data analysis in a
learning environment. The analysis revealed differences between the groups, for example,
in their use of visual representations and in their spatial interaction patterns from moving
the ligand molecule. These differences in representational and interactive behaviours also
share distinct relationships with the learning outcomes.
The cff model was improved in an iterative process based on results from the in
situ evaluations. Focused was put on force model design to provide an approprite haptic
experience of molecular forces. Part of the challenge lies in the large force differences
present in the same data, ranging from very weak interactions to extremely strong forces
when atom surfaces collide. To meet this challenge a History Dependent Transfer Function
(hdtf) was developed. This transfer function translates the raw forces derived from the
data to an output force delivered through the haptic device, but the translation is adaptive
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and adjusts depending on the raw force data to always benefit from the entire output force
range of the device. Evaluation showed that the hdtf improves the ability to haptically
detect features in volumetric data with large force ranges, and that the hdtf is applicable
to the case of molecular docking.
Regardless of the model used to translate data into force representations there is always
a limiting factor in human perception. The last study in this dissertation mapped the Just
Noticeable Difference (jnd) in force for detection of interfaces between features in volume
data. Results show that jnds vary depending on the magnitude of the forces in the volume
and also vary depending on where in the workspace the data is presented.
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Denna doktorsavhandling beskriver en tvärvetenskaplig forskningsinsats i det område där
fälten i treenigheten livsvetenskap, visualisering och utbildningsforskning möts.
De faktorer som motiverade forskningen var ett behov av ökad kunskap om hur man
kan kommunicera molekylers egenskaper och hur molekyler interagerar med varandra. De
molekyler som står i fokus för arbetet är proteinmolekyler. Det är en grupp molekyler som
är inblandad i nästan allt som händer i en cell. Att studenter inom molekylärvetenskap lär
sig hur proteiner fungerar är viktigt, till exempel för att de lättare ska kunna skapa nya
läkemedel i framtiden, men det har traditionellt varit svårt att lära sig om de komplexa
sätt som proteinerna verkar genom.
En möjlig lösning kan vara att använda haptik, en teknik som gör att man känna på
virtuella objekt. I detta arbete har försök gjorts att kombinera en visuell representation
av ett protein med en haptisk (känselmässig) representation, för att på så sätt underlätta
studenternas förståelse för proteinernas funktioner.
Med den visuella/haptiska representationen har studenter kunnat styra proteinet och en
mindre molekyl, och känna hur molekylära krafter verkar för att binda ihop eller stöta bort
molekylerna från varandra. I undersökningarna har jämförelser gjort mellan studenter som
använt enbart den visuella modellen och de som har haft kombinationen med haptik. Det
har visats att haptiken påverkar studenternas lärande positivt genom att deras resonemang
ändras till att visa på en ökad förståelse för proteinernas komplexa egenskaper.
Tekniska landvinningar har också gjorts. Det är inte självklart hur molekylers interaktioner ska kännas, vilket har gjort det nödvändigt att utveckla och testa dessa representationer. Utmaningar som uppkommit längs vägen har gett upphov till framtagandet
av en ny metod för översättning av molekylära krafter till en kraftnivå som är lämplig för
en människa. I samband med utvecklingen av proteinrepresentationen har det även undersökts hur små skillnader som går att märka i den modell som använts för att beskriva
proteinmolekylens kraftfält. Översättningsmetoden och kunskapen om kännbara skillnader
kan även komma till nytta inom andra områden där haptik används.
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Introduction

This dissertation resides at the intersection of three different areas of research: visualization, science education research, and molecular life science. There are many
differences between the research cultures of these fields, both in the methods of research and in the traditions for style of writing in publications, which includes the format
for a dissertation. While writing this dissertation the aim has been to make the content
accessible to the reader, regardless of their affiliation with any particular field.
In the present work an emphasis will be given to the first two members in the triad
of research areas, as this is where the main part of the contributions have been made.
Nevertheless, molecular life science is an important motivator and an area where many
of the research results can be put to use.
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Motivation for this Dissertation

From a molecular life science perspective, it is crucial to understand how protein molecules
interact with other molecules in the human body (sections 2.1-2.1.2). In short, through
interaction with other molecules the proteins are involved in almost every process occurring
in the living cell. The fundamental function of proteins in all living organisms can be
claimed to make them the essence of life.
Educational research has shown that students have difficulties grasping how molecular
interactions work, and haptic technology (interaction through the sense of touch, section 2.2) has been indicated as a technique with potential to represent these interactions
and thereby aid the learning process (chapter 3). Taken together the fundamental importance of proteins’ interactions, their complexity, and the potential benefit of haptics
motivated exploration of an area that had not been previously studied from an educational
research perspective: the use of haptics in higher education with a focus on biomolecular
interactions. In a unique in situ study we set out to investigate whether adding haptic
feedback to a visual representation of protein-ligand recognition (sections 2.1.1 and 2.2)
would support students’ learning, and if so, whether haptics was better suited to convey
certain specific molecular information (chapter 5). This task also motivated research and
development of the representations used (chapter 4).
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1.2

Research Aims

The aim of the research efforts presented in this dissertation can be described as being both
short-term and long-term. In the short-term the aim has been to combine educational research and development in visualization to evaluate haptic technology as a thinking tool for
learning. A further aim has been to investigate how well a haptic representation can convey
information about molecular interactions. For the long-term, the aim is to contribute to the
practices in both educational research and in science education. By providing knowledge
about the learning processes that occur when using visuohaptic virtual models this research
can help educators make informed decisions about incorporating visuohaptic models into
learning sequences. Although haptic hardware is required for optimal use of the developed representations, the model is software based and can thereby be easily distributed to
educators on a global scale.
In summary, the research efforts described in this dissertation can be expressed as
addressing the following research questions:
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1.3

Closing the Loop of Research

Design of representations requires that many aspects are considered, such as what information the representation should convey and what simplifications can be made (sections 3.1
and 3.2). It is seldom that a first design turns out to be perfect and, as has been the case in
this dissertation work, an iterative development process of the representation is normally
required.
In visualization research it is rare to have the opportunity to evaluate a newly developed
model on a large group of the intended end users. However, throughout this doctoral
study the created representations have been tested in situ, with students in their learning
environment (chapter 5). This approach has provided a rather unique opportunity to test
the haptic representations. Findings from the tests have been used both to spawn new
research questions for haptic visualization and as a basis for alterations to the model,
making it possible to close the research loop.
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How to Approach this Dissertation

All work presented in this dissertation was executed in an inter-disciplinary spirit. Forming
a dissertation at the intersection of different research fields is a challenge as it must convey
information across borders that are too often closed, possibly because they form a comfort
zone for researchers. This also implies that the target audience for this dissertation is
diverse, and you are kindly requested to keep the inter-disciplinary nature of the work in
mind while reading about the background and interpreting the presented findings.
The research presented in this dissertation used a mix of methods, both quantitative
and qualitative. The method used at each occasion was the method that has seemed most
appropriate for the task at hand, regardless if the method had a primary association to a
specific theoretical perspective on learning. At the time of writing Johnstone has 40 years
of experience from educational research, and he supports the view that it is beneficial to
be open to several perspectives on learning. He points out the necessity to find overlaps
between the different stances, facing that irrespective of the theoretical perspective “We
are all trying to describe and understand the same subject: the human learner.” [Joh10].
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Outline of this Dissertation

As mentioned at the opening of this chapter, the aim in writing this dissertation has been
to provide a text that is accessible regardless of the reader’s scientific background. For this
purpose, chapters 2 and 3 present a background to the conducted research, followed by a
description of the work that has been carried out. Chapters have been divided to mainly
contain content relevant to one of the two main research areas in the triad; however, as the
research has been conducted at the intersection the close relation between the parts make
them inevitably interlinked. Figure 1.1 shows the relations between the chapters in order
to provide an overview, and a brief outline is given here.
Condensed information about proteins is given in chapter 2, covering basic information
on how proteins are formed, examples of their functions in the human body, examples of
molecules that proteins often interact with and their relation to pharmaceuticals. Most importantly these descriptions highlight one of the motivating factors behind this dissertation
work, that is, how fundamental proteins are to cells’ function. Haptics is also described in
this same chapter and perceptual factors influencing the haptic experience are discussed,
as well as how force models of molecular interactions can be designed.
Examples of molecular visualization are provided in chapter 3, together with examples
of challenges regarding learning with external representations, such as the importance of
acquiring a visual literacy in the interpretation of representations of molecules. Aspects
concerning the design of representations are discussed, followed by a description of multimodal learning with a focus on haptics and how scientific concepts has been conveyed
through haptic representations.
Chapters 4 and 5 present an extended summary of the research presented in the appended papers. Information that extend beyond that of the papers is also provided, for
example how performing a first in situ study spawned new research questions and influenced
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both the design of the second in situ investigation and developments of the visuohaptic
representation.
A condensed summary of the motivation behind this dissertation work is delivered in
chapter 6, as well as an overview of the research findings and the overall conclusions,
extended with some ideas for future work.
Proteins

Haptics
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Although the title of this dissertation includes an element of play on words and their
philosophical annotations, the title refers exlusively to proteins, and in today’s science
the proteins’ essential role for what we call life stands undisputed.
The first main section in this chapter will cover general facts about proteins. Some
examples will be given of their functions in the human body and the general importance
of proteins’ interactions with other molecules will be emphasized.
The description of proteins given here does not present the full picture. Rather, it
aims to provide a background in order to relate the proteins to the motivation for this
dissertation, to the research demonstrated in the field of haptic technology, and to the
educational research performed which relate to students’ difficulties in understanding
proteins’ molecular interactions.
In the second part there will be a description of what haptics is, why haptic feedback
design should incorporate perceptual factors and what considerations are necessary
when designing force representations.
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2.1

Proteins

Proteins

Say proteins and a lot of people will instantly associate this with food and diets of various
sorts. Some might connect the dietary needs to exercise and the need to ensure that a
sufficient amount of protein is supplied to their body for building and maintaining muscles.
For those who do not have training in the field of molecular science, the view of proteins
can be far from that of the fundamental functions they provide throughout living (and
dying) cells. Those who do study proteins have to learn a lot about protein structure,
complex molecular interactions and networks of protein molecules involved in virtually all
cellular processes. In fact, excluding water, proteins are the major constituent of cells.
Most of these proteins are central to the complex life processes which require precise and
individual interactions with one or several other molecules, interactions such as in proteinligand recognition (see section 2.1.1). Textbooks in the field are continuously growing as
more is discovered about our inherent sub-microscopic cosmos and added to the corpus of
knowledge. The book "Molecular Biology of the Cell" [AJL+ 02] has been the source for
the information provided in the following sections, and with approximately 1500 pages on
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the topic it provides a comprehensive source for further reading.
In life science the formation of proteins from the blueprint given by dna is referred to as
the central dogma and, very briefly, it consists of the following steps: A sequence of dna (a
gene) is copied to rna molecules in a process called transcription. Following transcription
the rna is used to control the order of amino acid (aa) assembly in a process called
translation. The aas are connected into a “string” that folds up to become a protein.
Each step can be expanded into several sub-steps involving multiple proteins needed to
produce other proteins. Thus the function of dna can be described as being the information
carrier for which proteins to produce, whereas the interactions between protein molecules,
and proteins and other molecules, are the source for the construction of an organism, its
maintenance, metabolism and reproduction.
Every now and then there are examples in the media of what genetic engineering has
accomplished, and they talk about the prospects of dna modification. On such occasions
it might be noteworthy to consider that altering dna most often changes the production of
one or more proteins, either by introducing small but critical modifications to the protein,
giving it a new function, by creating custom proteins having new functional properties,
and/or by changing the frequency by which certain proteins are expressed from dna.
The image in figure 2.1 is a nice humorous example broadcast in a science program on
Swedish television. The scientific achievement presented concerned extracting really old
Neanderthal dna and possibly introducing it into a rat. However, here the illustration also
exemplifies the focus on dna as there were no statements about the influence from making
the rat express Neanderthal proteins.
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Figure 2.1: The consequence of introducing Neanderthal DNA into a rat. Courtesy of
Torbjörn (Tobba) Johansson © TJ 2009.
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Protein Structure and Function

The function of a protein and its 3D structure are intricately intertwined. A protein’s
structure is formed in the living cell during folding which, in turn, is determined by the
amino acid sequence and the surrounding medium (water or membrane lipids).
The string of aas coming from the translation of rna forms the basis for the protein.
As the aas are connected to each other the interactions with other parts of the string
and the surrounding environment makes the string fold up. Because the cell contains a
lot of water the aas which are hydrophobic tend to group themselves towards the central
parts of the structure. This is not a linear process where the string of aas take on its
final shape as soon as translation finishes. Instead, folding and un-folding continues until
a stable structure is reached. Two identical aa sequences normally fold up into identical
3D structures, although rare events of misfolding into other stable structures can occur.
When a protein misfolds the structure can give it unfortunate properties, causing it to
interact with other molecules in ways that can be a cause of disease. Creutzfeldt-Jakob
and Alzheimer’s disease are two examples caused by misfolding and shows its possible
severe consequences.
A protein’s structure is normally divided into three levels:
Primary The amino acids sequence order.
Secondary Certain reoccurring structures such as aas forming helices.
Tertiary The overall structure of the entire protein.
These levels provide different information to molecular scientists, and the secondary and
tertiary structures are generally most important when working with molecular visualization
(see section 3.1). For example, a certain composition of secondary structures can reoccur
in different proteins and can therefore be used to visually detect overall similarities and
differences.
Knowledge about the structure aids molecular research, for example, in designing new
drugs or modifying a protein to achieve a specific function. Researchers therefore put great
effort into establishing the structures of proteins, mostly by means of the techniques nmr
(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) spectroscopy or X-ray crystallography. These structures
are often stored in public databases, such as the Protein Data Bank [BWF+ 00] (pdb).
A protein’s function is determined by its 3D structure. The fully determined and
precise distribution of aa residues with different properties (charge, polarity etc.) give rise
to surface electrostatic potential fields which have a unique and very complex shape. When
a part of the protein’s charge “landscape” is complementary to that of another molecule’s,
then that part of the protein and the complementary molecule will attract each other and
are more likely to bind. Some proteins bind to other proteins, for example, proteins that
form a skeleton inside the cell to support the cell’s structure, whereas other proteins bind
to smaller molecules of different kinds, generally referred to as ligands. Adding to the
complexity is that the structure of a protein (or parts of the structure) is flexible, thereby
changing the charge landscape over time. In theory several parts of a protein’s surface
can be somewhat complementary to multiple types of molecules; however, many proteins
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have one “sweet spot” where interaction with one specific type of ligand is particularly
favourable, an area referred to as the protein’s binding site.
Most molecules inside the cell are moving around stochastically in a, for the scale of
proteins, huge molecular soup. Many kinds of biomolecules are there, some attract each
other and others repel. When a protein’s binding site happens to be in the proximity of a
molecule with complementary properties the two molecules might attract and bind.
The overwhelming majority of all cellular processes are governed by proteins’ recognition of other molecules and a subsequent chain of events. For example, 1) essentially all
chemical transformations in the cell are catalyzed by proteins called enzymes which are
unique for each single reaction, and there are thousands of different reactions occurring in a
human cell; 2) hormones trigger cellular responses by binding to different specific proteins
called receptors; 3) the immune response involve proteins called antibodies which specifically recognizes and binds to unique structures on the infectious agents like bacteria or
viruses. In this dissertation, most attention is given to the proteins’ binding of the smaller
ligand molecules, a process referred to as protein-ligand recognition.
An inhibitor is a ligand molecule that blocks the function of a protein by binding either
longer periods of time or permanently, thereby effectively lowering the rate of the protein’s
normal function or stopping it completely. An approach frequently used in drug design
is to manufacture ligand molecules that achieve interactions to the binding site that are
stronger than the naturally occurring ligands, making the designed molecule provide a
more efficient inhibition.
The matters described in this section are subject to intense research, and the interpretation is correct if it seems like a complex web of intra- and intermolecular interactions.
The following is a list of the main points that this section aims to convey:
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2.1.2

Protein-Ligand Docking

Protein-ligand recognition is frequently simulated by computer models and is then referred
to as protein-ligand docking. A common area for its application is in drug design, where
it is used to screen multitudes of candidate molecules in order to find those which are
best suited to become an active component in the drug. Briefly described, the docking
is performed by moving the ligand around the protein while evaluating the interactions
between the molecules. Placement of the ligand is based on search algorithms, and the
search stops when the algorithms have placed the ligand at the most favourable position
that they can find.
The basic determination of the interaction between two molecules is done by calculating
the pairwise interaction for all atoms in both molecules. These interactions can be approximated by relatively simple calculations which are fast to compute, and still produce results
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with acceptable accuracy in applications such as docking. However, for larger molecules
including many atoms, such as most proteins, this task still becomes challenging due to
the large number of pairwise interactions. One common way to address this issue within
protein-ligand docking has been to create 3D grids, forming a volume data representation
of the protein molecule’s potential field.
By employing a grid approach the time required to calculate the interaction between
the protein and the ligand becomes dependent only on the number of atoms present in
the ligand. The interaction is determined by summing values from the volume grid, with
values retrieved at the position of each atom in the ligand. Thus, by placing the ligand in
varying configurations (position, rotation and bond angles) a search for the most favourable
interaction can be performed, which is the target of the docking process.
The protein-ligand docking software utilized in this dissertation work is AutoDock
(version 3.0.5) from the Scripps Research Institute. AutoDock is a grid-based docking
solution that defines multiple grids, one per atom type in the ligand and one electrostatic
potential field which is common to all atom types, see figure 2.2. The particular equations
used by AutoDock to compute the values in the grids are described in [MGH+ 01] and its
specific search algorithms are presented in [GO90, MGHO96, MGH+ 98].
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a volume grid as used by docking systems.
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AutoDock treats the protein as rigid (in version 3.0.5) and the ligand as flexible with
rotating bonds. In addition to the lookups in the grids, the use of the flexible ligand requires
some extra calculations to determine the ligand’s internal energy state which changes due
to the bonds’ rotation and stretching. If the bonds in the ligand get too stretched or
compressed, or if they rotate too far, the ligand gets into a state that is not favourable and
which it is not likely to remain in. The approximations of using a grid and a rigid protein
model are not optimal, and later versions of AutoDock have incorporated some flexibility
in the model of the protein molecule. Nevertheless, the version of AutoDock used in this
dissertation work has been validated through its use in research (e.g. [H0̈7]) and can be
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considered adequately accurate for the present application.
In summary, using a grid representation of the proteins potential field has both benefits
and drawbacks. The major benefit is that determination of the interaction between the
protein and the ligand is fast, with computational times being dependent only on the
number of atoms in the ligand molecule. One drawback is that the search space becomes
limited to the volume covered by the grid, which has to be positioned manually to cover the
area of interest on the protein. To encapsulate the entire protein at acceptable resolution
would require a very large grid which would require too much memory.
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2.2

Haptics

The term haptics has become most commonly used to denote the techniques for interaction with virtual objects through the sense of touch, combining both tactile information(vibrations, textures) and kinesthetic information (positions of joints and tension of
muscles) and often using sophisticated devices that enable the user to feel shape, weight
and other properties of virtual objects. The term is also used to capture all touch-based interactions with technology, including vibrotactile feedback in mobile devices. When haptics
is used in this dissertation it refers to the former more common definition.
If reviewing the literature on haptics it is possible to find multiple explanations for the
origin of the word haptic and haptics, although all agree on the most important aspect
and refer to different Greek words related to touch. After considering the alternatives and
consulting a native speaker of Greek, the most likely seems to be that the words haptics
and haptic are related to the Greek words Haphe (touch) and Haptesthai (to touch).
Haptic technology evolves continuously, and the devices that have been used in the
present work are called Phantom Desktop and Phantom Omni, both from SensAble Technologies. A Desktop device is seen in figure 2.3 and an Omni device in figure 5.3. The
Desktop and the Omni devices both have a pen-like stylus at the end of an arm, see figure 2.3. If holding the stylus all force interactions occur at a single point placed at the
joint of the stylus, making interactions with virtual objects similar to feeling real objects
through the tip of a pen.
Haptic devices come in many forms, differing in their abilities of strength, size of
workspace, spatial resolution etc. One important aspect of haptic devices is the number of
degrees of freedom (dof) of the haptic feedback. A 3dof device can render translational
forces in all directions, that is, along the three (x,y,z) axes, whereas a 6dof is also able to
generate torques/rotation around each axis. The devices described here are devices with
6dof input and 3dof output, meaning that the position of the stylus is registered and
sensors in the stylus can detect the angle at which it is rotated. This design makes it
possible to fully control the position and rotation of a virtual object, whereas output is a
3D translational force.
A haptic representation is commonly accompanied by a corresponding visual representation. Together they form a visuohaptic representation. If using an immersive setup with
stereo-rendered graphics it is also possible achieve co-location of the haptics and the graph-
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ics, meaning that the virtual objects are felt at the same place as they appear visually.
In a visuohaptic representation it is possible to benefit from multi-modality as visual information has been shown to be better for perceiving the overall macro-spatial structures,
whereas haptics is better in conveying the small micro-spatial structures like texture on a
surface [SZHG97, Ver98, Rei08]. To ensure that all haptic properties of a virtual object can
be perceived accurately the force feedback has to be updated with a rate of approximately
1 kHz, a constraint set by the perceptual system. Achieving this rate can be a challenge
depending on the complexity of the design of the force representation of the virtual object,
since all required calculations have to be finished within one millisecond.
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2.2.1

Creating Force Representations

When designing force representations there are several aspects that have to be considered.
For example, the choice of realism vs. abstraction has to be made if the representation
is of physical objects at a scale that we can normally touch. When aiming at realism
the models can be validated against the real object, whereas the definition of appropriate
force representations for abstractions is not as easily determined. Design choices have to
include what the representation of the object should emphasize. The modeller would have
to decide, among other things, in the case of an object having distinct parts, whether
there should be differences between them and how such differences should be rendered,
whether parts further away should feel harder than closer parts or whether force should
be related to their size, etc. There are no clear guidelines available. Perceptual factors
are also important. In the case of conveying differences it can be important to know the
Just Noticeable Difference (jnd) in force representations, and such issues are described in
sections 2.2.3 and 4.3.
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The same situation as with abstractions of human scale objects applies for haptic exploration of abstract data, such as students’ scores on a test, and for data from physical
entities below or above the human scale.
There is a general lack of discussion about force representation design in research on
haptics. In many cases it might not be of great concern, a developed model might work
as expected and algorithms produce the expected result; however, raising the discussion
around these design issues could be beneficial to the development of the field. One important factor is what the force representations mean to the user, and to map out how the
semantics of haptics is constructed [Rei04, Rei08].
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Haptic Representations of Molecular Forces

Haptic Representations of Molecular Forces

Force interactions between single molecules occur at a scale of both size and time that we as
humans can not perceive. The design of representations of such phenomena is challenging
as they should convey a certain information content and be accurate, and at the same time
be easy to use without introducing incorrect concepts about the content (see chapter 5).
Although the mapping of the molecular forces to perceivable forces (delivered through
a haptic device) is basically arbitrary, the aim is to map forces with a maintained relationship between the strength of the forces. This is not trivial in the case of protein-ligand
recognition as the forces derived from the potential fields (see section 2.1.2) cover a very
wide range, all of which should be discernible through the limited output range of the
device.
Wollacott and Merz [WMJ07] have reflected on the issues of large force ranges and
pointed out the fact that weak attractive forces tend to become imperceptible if the entire
molecular force range is simply scaled to fit a small output range useable with a haptic
device. However, due to instabilities in their system they clamped forces to 1.5 N and
performed a scaling of forces into that range. Although this approach solved their stability
problems it might also have prevented the users from exploring interesting features in the
data, and the 1.5 N maximum is still quite far from the 4.0 N saturation level for delivery
of haptic detail information found in [OG02].
The irregularities present in a docking site is one further interesting property of molecular haptics discussed in [WMJ07]. It is pointed out that the irregular shape commonly
found in molecular docking sites results in very irregular and rapidly changing forces, which
makes docking to proteins challenging. Handling of the large force ranges and the challenge
of the force delivery close to the docking site are topics addressed in section 4.2.
There is no set standard that regulates how molecular forces should be translated
into the perceivable range, and the force mapping design therefore becomes one of the
challenges that have to be met when constructing a haptic docking system. The challenge
of force mapping design is further discussed in section 4.1.3 and related to input given by
participants during evaluations performed in this dissertation work.
Despite not having formal standards, the traditions present in the visual domain of
molecular visualization provide guidelines for how to display molecules. These traditions
include, for example, the colours used to indicate atom types, principles for showing the
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backbone of a protein, or how to schematically visualize secondary structure of a protein,
such as helices or beta strands. All of these representations have been invented in a
seemingly arbitrary fashion and over time they have become conventions, because it is
only the design concept that determines that an oxygen atom should be indicated with
the colour red. Haptic representations have to be evolve in a corresponding process, and
it remains to be seen when, or if, they become conventions.
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2.2.2

2.2.2

Transfer Functions

A transfer function (tf) is basically a mechanism used to translate one value or vector into
another value or vector, see figure 2.4. In graphical volume rendering a tf is normally used
to map a value in the data to a colour and opacity. In volume haptics one common use of
tfs is for translating the magnitude of the force derived from the data into the magnitude
of force delivered to the user. However, tfs can be used to control any parameter that
should be controlled based on data values or other parameters. For example, if a viscosity
representation is used a tf can adjust the level of viscosity based on changes in the data.
With such a direct impact on the force output the tf can be a big part of the force
representation design.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of three transfer functions. A value for Fin gives a value for Fout ,
and the translation varies depending on the tf used. From [BPCT+ 07] © IEEE 2007.
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In previous studies it has been pointed out that designing a satisfactory mapping from
data is a non-trivial task [MSET05, IBHJ03]. When working with data generating large
force ranges it is particularly challenging to achieve feedback that provides the ability of
full feature detection across the force range [LL04, BPCT+ 07, WMJ07, DMR07, SB08].
The impact transfer functions have on the haptic experience is rarely investigated,
but one example is the study by Maciejewski et al. [MSET05]. In the context of haptic
molecular docking they tested two transfer functions, one giving an experience of a hard
molecular surface, and one conveying a softer surface contact. No statistically significant
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difference could be found in the results from the docking tasks performed; however, the
presentation of the study raises the question of influences from tf designs. A quote from
the publication is still valid in its description of the general situation in haptic tf research:
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Haptics and Perception

The complete research corpus on haptic perception is very broad, which means that this
section only will cover those contributions that have been considered to be most relevant
to this dissertation. For further reading the book “Sensation and Perception” [WKL+ 08]
includes a chapter on touch and covers most aspects of the somatosensory system, from
receptors in the skin to cortical areas involved in touch perception and processing. All
these are involved in the tactile and kinesthetic sensations important for haptics.
Excluding mentioning the work by Roberta Klatzky and Susan Lederman would be
inappropriate in any communication trying to describe haptics, especially if covering any
aspects of haptic perception. Their research contribution to the field of haptics is monumental. In one of their most prominent and well cited publications [KL87] they defined
exploratory procedures which connect the exploratory actions taken when touching for perception of an object’s properties. The procedures defined are listed in table 2.1, and they
have long been a guideline for haptic researchers aiming at representing virtual objects.
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Hardness
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Static contact
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Global shape, volume
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Global shape, exact shape
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Table 2.1: Exploratory procedures as defined by Lederman and Klatzky [KL87].
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Several studies have shown that areas of the visual cortex are active in touch perception.
This is especially true in blind people, which is an effect attributed to the brain’s plasticity,
in this case caused by the deprivation of visual input [ZEGS99]. However, this is not
only true for the visually impaired. Sathian et al. [SZHG97] and Zangaladze [ZEGS99]
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et al. showed that tactile orientation discrimination activates areas in the brain that are
specialized for visuospatial processing. It could be speculated that this fact, that the visual
and haptic senses are so closely intertwined, is one of the reasons behind the cases where
the combined visuohaptic representation outperforms visual or haptic only representations.
In the work by Morris et al. [MTB+ 07] it was found that recall of force patterns improved
after training using a combined visuohaptic representation as compared to using modes
with only haptic or visual representations. Although it is difficult to say how much of
these learning results can be transferred to the learning of more abstract knowledge, such
as molecular science, since the example is about training the sensorimotor system. It
connects well, however, to ideas about embodied learning (see section 3.3.1).
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Just Noticeable Difference (jnd) is an area in perception and psychophysics that aims to
determine how much perceptual stimuli must differ in order to be clearly distinguishable
from each other. It has also been a much studied area in haptics as jnds determine limits
for the haptic information that can be conveyed.
Within the field of haptics there have been a wide variety of studies performed, aimed
at mapping different kinds of jnds. Some examples of investigated jnds are: surface texture sensitivity [UHK07], force magnitude [AMK02, HDLSH09], force direction [YBB08a],
friction [SCP09], texture roughness [UHK07], hand motion dependency [YBB08b], shape
[WSHK09], limb movement [JHI92], and distortions between visual and force representations [MAK02]. Despite all these examples there have been few investigations concerning
the jnd situation in volumetric data probing, which provides a different and a spatially
more continuous haptic feedback than haptic surface renderings.
The work by Pongrac et al. [PHK+ 06] is one example that shows the applicability of
a jnd study. They exploited the limitations of human perceptual ability to enable lossy
compression of haptic data and only transfer those changes where the combined force
magnitude and force direction were above the jnd. The aim was to lower the data rate for
remote haptics and only transfer data that was essential to the force experience.
The study presented in [AMK02] is an interesting demonstration of another jnd with
practical implications. Participants’ were exposed to two consecutive forces on their index
finger, presented with a pause in between. They were asked to judge if the forces were
similar or not, thereby making it possible to determine the jnd for force on the index
finger. The purpose was to apply the jnd results in rehabilitative training and make it
possible to increase the load on the trainee without going above the jnd, enabling a more
efficient training scheme with the trainee still being unaware of the extra load.
The methods used in jnd studies are often based on staircase models. A reference
stimulus level is set, and the level of the test stimulus is adjusted until a difference between
the two is detected. The procedure is then run in the opposite order until no difference is
noticed. This is repeated a number of times and the levels at the turning points determine
the jnd. The adjustments can follow a number of different schemes, for example, using one
success to lower the difference and two failures for an increase to occur. This is the method
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used in the study described in section 4.3. Which approach should be chosen depends on
how the stimuli are presented and how many options the participant is provided with at
the time of response.
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In 1967 the first haptic grope system was developed at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill [BJOYBK90]. Based on a custom built 2D haptic device the grope i system
was used in an early attempt to haptically convey force fields, and as a first step towards a
system with 6dof molecular docking, grope iii. Throughout this dissertation molecular
haptics will refer to all systems that represent molecules through haptics, as well as those
that use haptics to represent properties of single atoms.
There are many examples of systems for molecular haptics, some of which will be mentioned in this section whereas other applications with a more explicit educational focus
will be covered in section 3.3.2. Because of the complexity in the calculations of molecular interactions each system makes its own approximations to reach the haptic update
constraint of 1 kHz. Compared to models aimed at molecular research the educational
models generally use more simplified approximations, which is most often adequate as long
as the most significant force properties remain (see discussion on haptic representations in
section 2.2.1).
A haptic representation of molecular assembly was presented in [SHO04], where atoms
were assembled one by one and the interactions calculated in real-time. Forces on an atom
could be felt whenever it was held and moved with the haptic device. The low number of
atoms made the assembly representation work even with interactions being continuously
determined for all atoms.
The electron density function is an R3 → R function describing the probability of an
electron being at a given point and the function can be used to describe the shape of
a molecule. In [KvK99] the function is used to enable haptic exploration of a molecule’s
surface. A virtual electron is connected to the haptic device and forces are generated based
on the value of the density function at the position of the virtual electron.
Moving from a single particle in a force field to a molecule including several atoms,
such as in the case of molecular docking, was a natural progress for the grope project.
In [OyBBJ89] they presented a comparative study using visual and haptic feedback in a
simple docking task based on a virtual bar attached to springs. Their results showed that
the participants completed their tasks faster with force feedback, which was a positive
indicator for continued work on molecular docking.
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Protein-ligand docking (see section 2.1.2) has been implemented in several haptic systems.
In such systems the virtual ligand is attached to the haptic device, and as it is moved
towards the surface of the protein the interactions between the molecules are conveyed
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through force feedback. The user then performs the docking task by haptically searching
for the best fit of the ligand in the binding site of the protein.
The last haptic model developed in the grope [BJOYBK90, OyPH+ 88] project was
a molecular docking model called grope iii. Built around a large industrial robot the
docking system could produce 6dof feedback in protein-ligand docking. Although the
system suffered somewhat from problems due to the design of the robot, such as friction,
it was successfully evaluated (visuohaptic vs visual) when used for protein-ligand docking.
Some of the results were: The operation of placing the ligand (6dof) was about 30 %
faster in visuohaptic mode, and if only looking at the active time when manipulations were
occurring the visuohaptic group was 1.75 times faster.
Several haptic systems for molecular docking have been developed and presented since
grope iii. Apart from some systems that were created with educational aspects in mind,
or with no particular application area in mind, there are examples where the focus has
been on using haptics to set up and control automated docking calculations [BSA00,
BSA01], and others have aimed at producing a visuohaptic replacement for automated
dockings [NMT02]. A common factor for these docking systems, as well as those presented
in [MSET05, LYL05, SB06, WMJ07, SB08] is that all are based on volumetric grids similar
to those described in section 2.1.2, which is also the approach taken by the docking system
described in section 4.1 and Paper I of this dissertation.
There are also some examples of haptics combined with molecular dynamics [SGS01,
MR07, DMR07, DR09], all implementing dynamics to different degrees. Out of these systems, those presented in [DMR07, DR09] have used protein-ligand docking as their example
of application area. All the dynamic systems mentioned are interesting from a technological point of view, but their main focus has been generic solutions for dynamic systems with
haptics, where molecular dynamics is one good example. Therefore it is still uncertain how
these solutions would be applicable and received outside the lab environment. Although
some mention the challenge of scaling the molecular forces into an appropriate range for
feedback, the more elaborate discussions about usability or how to translate the molecular
forces derived in the simulation to force feedback are generally lacking, as are mentioning
perceptual aspects connected to such force translations.
Most of those who did develop molecular haptics after grope iii focused on the technology, for example, developing haptically supported search algorithms [BSA00, BSA01]
or augmented reality solutions [Weg03]. Rarely did the educational aspects get the appropriate attention, but rather it got a brief mentioning as something to be evaluated in the
future. This turned out to be beneficial to this dissertation work, as the education research
questions, some of which are brought up in chapter 5, were largely left unanswered.
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Visualization in different forms has been a natural component in educational settings for
a long time. It might even be the case that cave paintings were representations used to
tell stories and educate about the life of animals and how they were to be hunted most
efficiently. Independent of how the cave paintings were used they still show the ancient
history of our tendencies to use visual representations of our world.
Today’s educational visualization spans a wide range from simple textbook sketches
to fully interactive 3D representations in immersive virtual environments. As molecular
life-science is the targeted educational area of this dissertation, this chapter’s focus will
be on visualization of molecules, and how it is utilized in education.
The first parts of the chapter will describe examples of molecular visualization and
the different attempts to concretize processes in an abstract domain. For the main part
the descriptions will adhere to the descriptions used by Kozma and Russel [KR05], who
define external (as opposed to internal/mental) representations, in a wide sense, as
symbolic expressions “such as drawings, equations, and graphs”. Although these examples are visual in their nature, the term representation will also be used to denote
haptic virtual models. Later parts will connect the use of visualization to views of embodied learning, as relevant to use of haptics in education.
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Molecular Visualization

Molecular Visualization

Describing the structure of the DNA double-helix made Watson and Crick World famous [WC53], and in recognition of their discovery’s significance they became Nobel laureates. The original photograph that inspired the cover of this dissertation indicates one
important element of their research: that of using molecular visualization. In their case it
was a physical model, and at the day of writing it is to be found at The Science Museum
in London, UK. Visualization is still a very important tool in molecular research since it
aids scientists in their individual thinking processes and in their communication with peers
and students [KCRM00].
From an educational perspective one challenge is to convey the molecular content
through visualization. Students often have difficulties in grasping the molecular subject matter that is presented, which has been noted to be caused by factors both in the
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complexity of content [Jac01, SC06] and in the interpretation of the chemical representations [WKS01]. The students have to familiarize themselves with the visual language of
the molecular science, that is, they have to develop a visual literacy for the realm of molecular representation [SA06]. To make ‘bad things worse’, this visual language is sometimes
expressed in different dialects, meaning that the representations do not always follow the
same standards and might, for example, use different colour or shape schemes to present
the same molecular entities. Examples of this can be seen in figure 3.1 which shows the
default renderings of the protein Human Carbonic Anhydrase II (hcaii, see section 5.2
for a description) in schematic representation modes of two different molecular visualization tools. Although most molecular visualization software can be customized to render
the molecules in (almost) any manner, thereby allowing the user’s preference to be met,
from an educational perspective (as well as from a software development point of view) life
would be easier if there were a common standard defined so that the same representational
mode generated the same rendering of the molecules. At the same time, the development
of novel representations should not be impeded by such a standardization.

(a) Default schematic
in ViewerLite.

rendering

of

hcaii

(b) Default schematic rendering of hcaii in pmv.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of schematic renderings of hcaii from the programs (a) Accelrys
ViewerLite and (b) Python Molecular Viewer (pmv) From the Scripps Research Institute [San99].
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Since it is only possible to show static images in print, all examples of representations
given here will be similar to those available in textbooks. Still, limiting examples to textbook variants designed manually or from visualization software screenshots, it is possible
to show many different ways to display molecules. Figure 3.1 displays representations from
different visualization software, figure 3.2 shows textbook-style examples, and figure 3.3
presents a range of views of hcaii, all of which are available in the same software (cff).
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(a) The amino acids threonine (b) A generalized enzymatic process. The right part illustrates an
and tyrosine.
inhibitor (in green) blocking the enzyme.
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Figure 3.2: Illustrations of typical textbook representations. (a) shows the symbolic structure representation of the amino acids threonine (left) and tyrosine (right). (b) is a representation of an enzymatic process, simplifying the process by a flow-chart like approach.
Adapted from [Run08].
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Figure 3.3: Renderings from the Chemical Force Feedback system showing the protein
hcaii and a ligand (in the lower left part of each image) using three different representational modes for the protein.
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When producing external representations it is important to keep track of the target audience. Experts and novices have different abilities in interpreting representations, where
experts have been found to be more fluent in switching between representations and combining their data [KR97]. Related to this ability is that the molecular phenomena described
through the plethora of external representations can be divided into different levels. Johnstone [Joh10] describes these representational levels as the macroscopic and tangible, the
molecular and invisible, and the symbolic and mathematical. He also gives an illustrative
example, here transformed into a description of an external representation: An animation
is introduced by a voice-over declaring that it shows hydration of copper ions, and as the
aqueous solution turns blue the chemical notion Cu2+ (aq) appears at several locations in
the solution. By displaying a solution that turns blue (macroscopic), a description telling
that it is about ions (molecular) and using the chemical notation (symbolic), this small ex-
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ample actually traverses all three levels in what could be a matter of seconds. Considering
the described findings by Kozma [KR97] it could be wise to use such a multi-level representation with caution and make sure that, when it is used in a learning situation, parts
from the different levels are presented appropriately with respect to each other [Ain99] and
given a sufficient instructional framing.
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3.1.1

Spatial Ability and Information Processing

Part of the challenge of learning from visualization is the required transformation of 2D
pictorial representations into their 3D analogues. For example, mentally visualizing the
3D structure of proteins requires processing the external visual information while at the
same time linking it to already existing knowledge. For the molecular sciences, a spatial
reasoning aptitude is necessary, an ability often included in the notion of a 3D molecular
literacy [RR02]. Developing a 3D literacy requires extra effort from some students, and
one factor that is likely to influence how well they perform is variations in their spatial
ability.
An individual’s spatial ability is often measured through spatial ability tests. These
tests consist of a number of tasks involving mental transformations of objects, and for
molecular education this operation is normally rotation. The tests are usually designed
so that the subject has to match a depicted ‘template’ object to a number of images of
candidates and judge which of the candidates represent a rotated version of the template
object. For example, in the item shown in figure 3.4(b) the rotation operation to perform
also has to be inferred from an example before the template matching.
Shape and complexity of the objects are the foremost factors that make the tests vary
in difficulty, see figure 3.4. The common principle in the tests lies in the fact that it takes
us longer time to perform mental transformations, such as rotating an object or imagining
traveling from point A to point B, when the transformation corresponds to a greater spatial
distance [SM71]. The spatial ability score is therefore normally based on the number of
correct matches made in a certain time-frame. Hence, this suggests that mental rotation
tasks based on processing spatial information is significantly influenced by human capacity
to simultaneously store and manipulate these transformations mentally.
An example of how the spatial ability influences learning from 3D models has been
studied in the context of cell biology through the work by Huk [Huk06]. His investigation
showed that students with high spatial ability benefited the most from using 3D models,
in this case models depicting plant and animal cells. The conclusion reached was that the
difference depended on the level of processing loads experienced by the students, meaning
that the mental processing associated with the use of 3D models impeded learning for student with low spatial ability. This connection between the information processing demands
of visuospatial thinking and learning has also been pointed out by Wu [WS04].
In relation to the reported connections between learning and the processing loads associated with mentally manipulating and interpreting molecular representations it is feasible to reflect on some aspects of how information processing theory could be used when
considering the perceptual demands of visuospatial thinking. For instance, Moreno and
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Figure 3.4: Examples of spatial ability tests of varying complexity.
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Mayer’s [MM07] cognitive-affective theory of learning with media (CATLM) considers humans’ different perceptual modalities for processing different external modes of information.
There is currently a debate on the merits of ascribing a single human-processing architecture to the effects of learning with multi-modal representations [dJ10, Mor10, May10].
However, the aspects of this approach constitutes one of the traditional perspectives for
understanding human interaction with multimodal models, and is supported by many years
of empirical research. Nevertheless, one recent critisism of this approach is that it is extremely difficult to actually measure the “processing demands” at play, and in turn, be
sure as to what extent human perceptual channels fall victim to “overloads” in different
multimodal environments. For example, Ainsworth [Ain08] has argued that the unique
situation that arises for each individual learner based on his/her individual conceptual and
procedural knowledge structure requires much more consideration, and thus, it is naive to
view the human mind simply as a computerized machine.
If communicating the three-dimensionality of molecules through 2D images seems challenging, then describing molecular processes and the associated structural intricacies of the
molecules’ 3D interactions requires a sophisticated visualization enterprise. One visualization challenge is to accurately communicate the the dynamics of molecular interactions,
something that a 2D static graphic cannot accomplish, although the situation is somewhat
relieved by temporal dimensions offered by animations and simulations.
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Abstract to Concrete

Scale of size and scale of time are two examples of challenges facing all those who try
to communicate content about molecules. Molecules are too small to be seen and their
structures have to be determined using x-ray crystallography or nmr spectroscopy (see
section 2.1.1), and molecular events can occur in picosecond to millisecond time scales.
One of the aims of molecular visualization is to remove the scale boundaries and make
molecules more comprehensible.
Some of the common representations of molecules (see figure 3.3) can be claimed to
resolve the issue of scale. If using determined molecular structures the atoms are depicted
accurately with respect to their relative positions. Although these types of images have
proven to be useful as tools for both students and researchers, they are still rather crude
simplifications. For example, atoms in the van der Waals representation (figure 3.3(c)) are
depicted as having flat and very solid looking surfaces, and while the realistic nature of
electrons’ motion in the atom is not within the scope of this dissertation, an improvement
might be to make the appearance of the surface more ‘fuzzy’.
Textbook illustrations sometimes aim at depicting molecular events occurring over time,
such as in figure 3.2(b). Another approach is to use dynamic representations such as
animations and simulations. Thereby molecules can be represented in a manner that
changes their appearance over time as the molecular events are taking place. However,
molecular events occur rapidly so time must be scaled similarly to the way in which size
is scaled. When the information to be conveyed is complex, as in the case of molecular
events, the representation is often designed to only display one state of the system at any
particular time [AV04]. This can be contrasted with, for example, a dynamically changing
diagram where time is specified on one axis, meaning that the representation is also a
display of states at multiple points in time.
To some extent all models are simplifications, and when representations are designed
there must be caution taken not to introduce incorrect concepts. Simplifications can be
introduced for practical reasons, like removing the atoms in the solvent to avoid visual
occlusion problems. It can also be a model design-choice to have elements removed or
over-simplified, either because they are not considered important by the designer of the
representation, or because the elements removed are not directly involved in what the
model aims to convey.
Correspondingly to an analogy a representation has its limitations, and it can normally
not be used to represent entities for which it was not designed. Understanding the hows
and whys behind the design of representations can be seen as part of the visual literacy
(see section 3.1) that students need to acquire to better understand the representations
and avoid the pitfalls that might exist due to their inherent simplifications.
In addition to careful simplifications and awareness about the representational levels
(see section 3.1) when creating representations, the use of multiple representations can aid
learning. In a properly used set of multiple representations, for example with different ways
of describing a flying ball’s trajectory, each representation can contribute in (at least) three
ways: by giving complementary information, by constraining the interpretations of each
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other, and by aiding construction of knowledge [Ain99]. Since multiple representations in
the same modality can support learning processes it might be possible to achieve similar
effects through multi-modal representations.
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Multi-modal Learning

When considering all the combined challenges in the design and use of visualizations for
learning about molecules, it might seem overwhelming to ever create a representation
that can convey any useful information to a student. Nevertheless, the collective research
described in this dissertation indicates that there are learning benefits from using external
representations, although there must be an awareness among users of what a model aims
to convey. In some cases it might not be optimal to use a strictly visual representation,
but to incorporate other modalities as well.
Visuohaptic representation is the form of multimodality focused on in this dissertation.
It has been shown that for some learning environments visuohaptics can outperform either modality on its own [OyBBJ89, HG00, Rei08]. Nevertheless, multi-modal learning
environments, whether they are physical or virtual, are not limited to visual and haptic
information. For example, haptics can provide the blind or visually impaired with access
to computer systems as well as assist them in real world navigation, and if combined with
audio the fidelity of the interface can be extended [RG08]. For those that are both blind
and deaf the entire flow of information must be delivered through embodied experiences.
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3.3.1

3.3.1

Embodied Learning

Much of what we do is centered around our bodily actions and our bodily experiences.
Still, we have begun to remain more immobile during learning. Our abilities to move, to
act and to feel has, to a large degree, been cast aside as something we do at the gym.
Without advocating that embodied learning should be a rising star in education it could
be interesting to pose a question that to some extent challenges today’s dominant ways of
conveying abstract reasoning: If all our inputs: visual input, auditory input, somatosensory
input, olfactory input and gustatory input are all part of the same perceptual and cognitive
complex, why should only visual and auditory inputs be able to make us understand
abstract reasoning and complex systems? There might be limitations somewhere in our
information processing systems that prevents somatosensory information from contributing
in the same manner as vision and hearing, but the close relationship and overlaps of cortical
areas for vision and touch might indicate otherwise (see section 2.2.3). In addition, the
accumulated research findings of positive effects from the use of haptics in education,
sometimes concerning abstract subject matters, show that sensory inputs other than seeing
and hearing could play and important role in higher education.
The activities of baseball outfielders might not seem related to embodied learning,
but theories to explain how they catch a flying ball are good examples for contrasting
a common description of information processing and action planning. The ball-catching
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example [Cla99, Rei09] is aimed at illuminating the concept of how the body and the
perceptual systems are used as support for, or in direct execution of, information processing.
The ball catching action used to be thought of as a complex calculation, where multiple
parameters had to be analyzed in order to determine the correct positioning for a successful
catch [Cla99]. A more embodied approach is described in [MSK95] which claims that
target position is not determined before action, instead it is continuously updated by the
simultaneous combination of bodily movement and changes in the ball’s visual appearance.
During this process the catcher moves while watching the ball, and by keeping or searching
for a certain view of the ball, achieved by running, the catcher ends up at the correct
position.
When discussing the way we can learn through our bodily experiences another example
which adds to the view communicated by the ball catching approach is that of Kirsh and
Maglio [KM94]. They also consider the intent of our bodily actions and present the views
of pragmatic actions and epistemic actions, pertaining to the ways in which we can carry
out actions with different purposes. Pragmatic actions are referred to as actions performed
to reach a physical goal. Epistemic actions, in contrast, are described as external physical
actions “. . . that make mental computation easier, faster, or more reliable. . . ”. Thus, according to Kirsh and Maglio, epistemic actions improve cognition by reducing: the memory
involved in mental computation, the number of steps involved, and the probability of error,
thereby correspondingly reducing space complexity, time complexity and unreliability.
The arguments for epistemic actions and their potential offloading in mental processing are built on reasoning around analyses of data collected from Tetris gaming. In more
complex environments, such as in molecular docking, it might be challenging to separate
epistemic actions from others, whereas using Tetris as an example is beneficial in the way
the final placement of the piece can be determined by analyzing the ‘board’. A plan can
be formed and executed with a minimal number of movements. However, the findings by
Kirsh and Maglio show that there is an abundance of movements (rotations and translations), starting even before an action planning phase would be expected to be complete.
The interpretation is that these actions are epistemic and support the planning process. It
can be argued that by describing how transforming objects can support the decision process, these findings add to the research showing how interactive visualizations can benefit
learning.
Support for the considerations of embodiment in learning comes, for example, from
Clark and Jorde [CJ04] and from Reiner [Rei99]. The study presented in [CJ04] was
in the context of thermal equilibrium. Even though the study only included a visual
representation of touching, the interpretation given is that a tactile sensation was evoked
in the students, connecting the visualization to their everyday physical experiences of touch.
The investigation by Reiner [Rei99] constitutes a very interesting example of how haptics has potential to provide a channel for embodied learning and the construction of new
knowledge, in this case the forming of force field concepts. Using a simple graphical interface that did not display the actual force fields, and a (2D) force feedback trackball,
participating students were asked to use haptic exploration and then draw a visual representation of what they experienced. The students had no prior formal physics education
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that involved descriptions of fields, and yet they drew diagrams that represented force fields
in ways that were surprisingly close to the representations of formal physics. Reiner’s own
words can be used to illustrate how haptics might be used to support embodied learning
since in the case presented in [Rei99] it is possible that a “tactile interface acts as an agent
aimed to recruit the body knowledge for construction of representations similar to those in
formal physics, reflecting a conceptual development of the notion of field”.
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Haptics and Learning

The use of force in virtual representations in order to convey information about submicroscopic elements in our world was mentioned as early as 1965 by Ivan Sutherland,
in his seminal paper on virtual worlds [Sut65]. Since then the successful implementation
of haptics in education has been widespread and covers both human and sub-microscopic
scales. This includes, for example, learning about dynamic systems [ROC00, GVO07],
physics [Rei99], mathematics [BH07] and many professional skill training systems. Haptics
for skill training is perhaps mostly implemented in medicine, such as learning to perform
epidural injection [DAS01] or laparoscopic surgery [BDK+ 04], but is also present in other
areas of training, for example in milling [CLd+ 05].
Although learning with haptics has been introduced in section 3.3.1, and some considerations of conveying information through haptic representations have been discussed
in section 2.2.1, this section of the dissertation will focus on examples that share a close
relationship with science education. Minogue and Jones have conducted a thorough review
of the use of haptic technology in education [MJ06]. Their review of the field is more expansive than the descriptions found here, which will mainly describe the use of molecular
haptics, including examples of systems which are not listed in the overview by Minogue &
Jones.
A recurring item in this dissertation is the grope project [BJOYBK90]. All their
studies were thorough and the first system, grope i, was evaluated in an educational
context. The researchers tested the influence of haptics on students’ understanding of
force fields, and found that haptics made a significant difference only to students who were
high achievers in the subject.
The work presented in [JAST03, JMT+ 06] provided high school students with a model
of an Atomic Force Microscope (afm) designed to help them understand characteristics
of a virus such as shape, composition, sizes, and genetic material. Besides being more
engaging to use, students’ understanding of viruses changed and the results suggest that
using haptic technology can be beneficial for studying objects too small to be seen.
Harvey and Gingold [HG00] used the electron density function (see section 2.3) as the
basis for generation of haptic feedback. According to [HG00] the density function is difficult
for students to grasp and images trying to display it often lead to misconceptions due to
the four-dimensionality of the function. As a result, teaching the characteristics of the
function is challenging, often leading to oversimplifications at first, only to be followed by
hours of extra work by the students in later studies. Haptics was found to be a good way
to ease the understanding by translating the fourth dimension to force.
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for skill training is perhaps mostly implemented in medicine, such as learning to perform
epidural injection [DAS01] or laparoscopic surgery [BDK+ 04], but is also present in other
areas of training, for example in milling [CLd+ 05].
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engaging to use, students’ understanding of viruses changed and the results suggest that
using haptic technology can be beneficial for studying objects too small to be seen.
Harvey and Gingold [HG00] used the electron density function (see section 2.3) as the
basis for generation of haptic feedback. According to [HG00] the density function is difficult
for students to grasp and images trying to display it often lead to misconceptions due to
the four-dimensionality of the function. As a result, teaching the characteristics of the
function is challenging, often leading to oversimplifications at first, only to be followed by
hours of extra work by the students in later studies. Haptics was found to be a good way
to ease the understanding by translating the fourth dimension to force.
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A physical model in combination with augmented reality and haptics was described
in [SWS+ 03, Weg03]. Those studies showed that such a model was received by learners as being engaging and instructive, but further investigations were needed to properly
determine possible influences on learning.
The use of haptics in education is growing, and during recent years the potential of
haptic technology for conveying information about objects at the sub-microscopic scale has
been discovered by an increasing number of researchers and educators. Two examples of
haptic systems that have appeared since the review conducted by Minogue and Jones are
an α-helix docking system (see sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 & 2.3.1) aimed at drug design [STW09]
and an Atomic Force Microscope simulator [MLB+ 08]. Suggestions for learning settings
are provided for the docking system; however, no evaluations are presented, leaving any
effects from the system to be unveiled. The afm simulator, in contrast, has been evaluated
with 45 students that were exposed to two different visual representations of an afm probe,
combined with haptic or no haptic feedback. Although the description of the test design
is unclear as to what depth the learning was probed, the results indicate learning benefits
from using the visuohaptic representation.
Unfortunately, the example of the α-helix docking system is rather representative of
the situation within the field. In several cases the work seems to have progressed similarly
to what appears to be the present situation of [STW09]: the visuohaptic systems are
developed and give an impression of high quality, but for a purpose different from the
educational setting for which it is presented. Education appears to be attached post-hoc
as an area where these systems can be applied. However, it remains that without evaluation
nothing can be said about what these seemingly well designed systems actually bring to
the table in an educational context.
The influences that visual representations have on learning are much more extensively
researched than those of haptic representations. For the use of haptics in education
Minogue and Jones [MJ06] conclude that more research is needed if we are to achieve
a “creation of new ways to engage learners of all types and at all levels in the active
construction of more meaningful understandings”. Since learners’ understanding is an important component of educational research, the work presented in this dissertation aims
to follow the spirit of Reiner [Rei99], and Minogue and Jones [MJ06], by incorporating a
variety of in-depth analyses that focus on the effects that visuohaptic representations have
on learning.
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Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation the contributions have been divided into two chapters. This chapter will focus on the contributions that are considered
to be of greatest interest to the visualization community. If you are mainly curious about
the contributions made to the educational research community you can find those described in chapter 5.
This chapter describes how the haptic molecular docking system named Chemical
Force Feedback (CFF) came to be, what motivated its creation and what the original
challenges were in making it work. Remaining parts of the chapter will cover the aspects of deciding how molecular interactions are supposed to feel in a haptic virtual environment, how the large force ranges present in molecular docking can be conveyed,
and finally how human perception influences how much information can be delivered
through forces.
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The Chemical Force Feedback System

Chemical Force Feedback (cff) is an application for both visual and haptic exploration
of protein-ligand systems. For visual rendering it can be used with ordinary input devices
such as mouse and keyboard, but the benefits are most apparent when used with a haptic
device and a device for 3D navigation that allows for six degrees of freedom navigation (full
translation and rotation about all axes). With a haptic device cff enables haptic realtime exploration of the force interactions between a protein molecule and a ligand molecule,
thereby presenting a multi-modal visuohaptic representation of the protein-ligand system.
In visuohaptic mode cff presents the ligand as attached to the haptic device, giving
a molecule-on-a-stick type of interaction, while the protein molecule can be independently
positioned and rotated. An illustration of this principle can be seen in figure 4.1. Full colocation between the visual and the haptic representations can be achieved if cff is used in
a semi-immersive environment with stereo graphics (see figure 5.3(b)). Stereo graphics also
gives depth to the rendering of the molecules, a feature that greatly assists in perceiving
the complex shapes of the protein molecules.
The work presented in [WPS+ 02] indicates further advantages from stereo graphics in
that it helps spatial accuracy and lowers the time required for 3D target acquisition in a
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haptic virtual environment. Although it is not given that the findings apply in the same
way to the exploration of the protein-ligand systems, it indicates that deliberate positioning
of the ligand relative to the protein should benefit, as it can be considered similar to placing
the ligand at a specific target position.
Although the idea of representing molecular forces with haptics was not a novel concept
when development of cff began in late 2003 (see section 2.3) only a few developments or
research results had been published in the area after the grope iii [BJOYBK90]. This
led to the initiation of the development of the haptic protein-ligand docking system that
became cff, which will be briefly described here. Further details about the system are
available in [BP04] and in Paper I [BPCT+ 07].
Initially the main motivation behind the creation of cff was to investigate how well
the concept of haptic docking would work with modern haptic equipment, whether the
molecular interactions could be calculated rapidly enough to satisfy the required update
rate of haptic feedback (see section 2.2) and whether a haptic docking system would be
of any benefit to molecular life science researchers. However, the potential educational
benefits were soon explored in more detail, but those efforts are described in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the user’s viewpoint, showing the molecule-on-a-stick principle.
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Deriving the Molecular Force

4.1.1

As described in section 2.3, most haptic docking systems utilize some kind of pre-calculated
grid structure. In cff the grids are created by the software AutoGrid, which is part of the
AutoDock suite described in section 2.1.2. Grid generation in AutoGrid is performed based
on a pdb-file (see section 2.1.1) for the protein, and produces a grid for each atom type
in the ligand molecule, together with one grid containing electrostatic potentials common
for all atom types. Each gridpoint contains the potential at that gridpoint’s position in
space, and the potential is calculated from the contributions of all atoms in the complete
protein. Some additional data is generated by other utilities in AutoDock and assigned
to the protein and ligand, such as the charge distributions in both molecules and solvent
influence.
While the ligand molecule is moved in the space covered by the grid the force acting
on the ligand (Fin ) is calculated at haptic feedback rate, translated by a transfer function
into the output force level (Fout ) and rendered through the haptic device. Determining Fin
is done by summing the gradients of the potential fields at the position of each atom in the
ligand, and as the force on each atom is calculated the total torque acting on the ligand
is also acquired. The force and torque calculation process is described in the equations
presented in equations 4.1 and 4.2.
Fligand =
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number of atoms in the ligand
potential field volume grid appropriate to the species of atom i
position vector of atom i
partial charge of atom i
electrostatic potential field volume grid
position of the haptic device’s attachment point to the ligand

No haptic torque feedback has been available from the haptic devices used in the studies
presented in this dissertation. Nevertheless, the cff application has support for devices
with six degrees of freedom output. Having access to information about the current torque
situation is beneficial in the docking process as it aids in determining how to orientate the
ligand to achieve a lower torque and thereby a more favourable interaction between the
molecules, therefore a visual torque representation has been incorporated. The torque representation can be seen in figure 5.3 and consists of circular bars that circumference the axis
of rotation. Although not formally evaluated against other alternatives for visual torque
display, the statements given by participants during in situ evaluations (see sections 5.2
and 5.3) indicate that this rendering provides useful information during docking.
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4.1.2

Ligand Representation with Dynamic Rotational Bonds

One inaccuracy with most molecular visualization is the static way in which molecules are
displayed. Increased realism in the representations could be achieved by displaying the
dynamic motion present and show that parts of the molecules are constantly flexing. To
accurately present a non-rigid protein would have consumed too much computing power
to be feasible in a haptic system but, together with the work of Lai-Yuen and Lee [LYL05,
LYL06] the cff system was one of the first haptic docking systems to advance towards
representing dynamics by including a real-time flexible ligand molecule model.
Information about which bonds in the ligand are able to rotate is not defined in the
pdb-file, and therefore the bonds have to be analyzed for this property. This analysis is
performed by AutoDock in conjunction with grid generation and results in the definition
of the rotational bonds and assignment of a hierarchy to the ligand structure. In cff this
hierarchical structure is stored as part of the description of the ligand molecule and used
in the dynamic model. If the original structure has the root property assigned to an atom
too far from the ligand’s center of mass the structure is reordered to place the root as close
as possible to the center of mass. The bonds’ ability to rotate is not modified. Figure 4.2
shows an example of a ligand structure with rotational bonds marked.
To set the rotation angle for each bond an energy minimization process is performed
for the ligand as it is moved through the grid. The minimization aims to rotate the bonds
in a manner that lowers the ligand’s potential energy. From a computational chemistry
perspective the underlying model is quite inaccurate, although it appears to be adequate
for an educational context and, in informal tests with experts in molecular life science, the
model has produced docking results close to those of AutoDock.
The basic principle of the model can be described in the following pseudo-code:
for all rotational bonds
if (previous rotation lowered the energy)
rotate again in the same direction
else
rotate in direction opposite to the previous rotation
evaluate the potential of the ligand
if (new potential is lower)
keep the rotation
else
disregard the rotation
Examples of limitations in the model are that it is lacking constraints to the rotations and
that no internal energy arising from the bond rotation is taken into account. That is, the
minimization is only performed with respect to the surrounding potential field.
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Figure 4.2: Structure of the ligand representation with marked rotatable bonds.
From [BPCT+ 07] © IEEE 2007.
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Refining the Force Model

When performing the haptic docking it is preferable to continuously be able to detect all the
properties of the protein. The user should be aware of both weak interactions, attractive
and repulsive, and be able to clearly feel the very strong interactions that occur when the
atoms in the molecules are in close proximity of each other or even collide. However, as
touched upon in section 2.2.1, how these molecular properties are supposed to feel is not
given beforehand and for the duration of this dissertation work it has been a topic for
discussion with the participants in the evaluations of cff. There seems to be a consensus
that the weak attractive forces are very important and should be quite distinguishable, but
when asked to go into more detail about how they would define such force representations
the participants have been very diverse in their descriptions.
For instance, if considering the weak force interactions, a common suggestion would
be to create a sense of magnetic attraction. Another idea is to add an effect that feels
like current in water, thereby pulling the ligand and adding a sense of viscosity that could
bring attention to the presence of a solvent which is not apparent visually.
The same type of reasoning can be applied to the strong forces like those from surface
collisions. From the participants’ statements it is clear that the surface collisions should
be very distinct and preferably with limited penetration. Nevertheless, as with the weak
interactions the detailed definition has to be developed. Should the surface collision be,
for example, like hitting a hammer against a steel bar, or should it be like pushing against
a fresh apple, somewhat soft but requiring a lot of force to push through. Even though
Maciejewski et al. [MSET05] did not discuss what molecules are supposed to feel like,
their work included testing molecular docking using different emphasis in the feedback, see
section 2.2.2.
Early versions of cff were critiqued by the participants for not delivering adequate
feedback for the weak interaction forces. Even though the transfer function was designed
with a non-linear amplification of the weak interactions it did not achieve this, and because
of the range of the data it turned out it could not provide enough emphasis to the low range
force without losing fidelity in some other part of the range. The feedback was somewhat
improved after further tuning of the parameters used to control transfer function generation
(see figure 4.3), but it was not sufficient. Pursuing a better feedback experience led to the
development of the History Dependent Transfer Function.
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History Dependent Transfer Function

The History Dependent Transfer Function (hdtf) is an adaptive transfer function that
adjusts depending on the level of the previously translated forces. Development of the
hdtf was motivated by the challenge of delivering good force feedback for the full range
of interactions present during the docking process, but the hdtf is generally applicable
when working with any data that generates large force ranges, so its use is by no means
limited to protein-ligand docking. The hdtf is a concept that has proved very useful for
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haptic probing of data covering large force ranges. Details about the hdtf design and
development can be read in Paper II and a less detailed description will be given here.
The basic principle of the hdtf is to set a transfer function that provides appropriate
feedback (Fout ) for the forces in the part of the data that is currently being probed. In
the current implementation this is done by accumulating the magnitudes of the individual
forces from the data (Fin ) over a predetermined period of time (a time window) and, using
the accumulated value (Facc ) as the key, pick a tf from a set of tfs in the hdtf data
structure. An example illustrating the hdtf structure is displayed in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the hdtf structure showing the type of tfs used in the docking
evaluation. Note the mirrored Fin and Facc axes. Adapted from [BPHC+ 09].
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Ideally the volume data should be analyzed for its characteristics with respect to the
force magnitudes that will be derived from it, after which the hdtf should be set based
on the result of the analysis. However, although the setup of the tfs is important, one
potential benefit of the hdtf is that the multiple transfer functions can lower the need
for manual fine tuning, while still ensuring that features in the data can be detected. The
design of the individual tfs is arbitrary and not required to follow a certain pattern with,
for example, the increase of Facc , and could be used to attenuate a certain part of the total
Fin domain, thereby functioning as a force magnitude based bandpass filter.
Evaluation of the hdtf was performed qualitatively with molecular life science experts
executing a protein-ligand docking task, and quantitatively with participants performing a
feature detection task in two artificial volumetric datasets with embedded features covering
different parts of the force domain. Using the hdtf the feature detection was improved over
that of a static transfer function, especially when the data consisted of a continuous gradient
field. In the docking task all participants were able to perform the docking successfully
and reported that they experienced good force feedback. Both these evaluations show
the applicability of hdtf and make a strong case for further development of the history
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dependent approach, and possibly other adaptive types of transfer functions.
One possible cause of confusion when using an hdtf enabled system is the fact that different output forces (Fout ) can represent the same input force. No such problems occurred
during the evaluation of the hdtf, which could be explained by the findings presented
in [SDC09] that indicates that the haptic memory is effectively less than two seconds. As
long as the user has a data probing behaviour without too rapid motions the two second
window will be sufficient for moving from one feature to another and haptically forgetting
how the first one felt before it is encountered again. Having a number of haptic representations for the same data feature could also be compared to the polysemy of visual
representations of proteins which display many different versions of the same thing.
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Application of the HDTF

Application of the HDTF

To the present no formal comparative study has been performed to evaluate the hdtf
in situ. However, the results from the qualitative expert evaluation of the hdtf used in
docking (see Paper II) made us confident to incorporate it into the cff system. Since the
time of the formal performance evaluation the hdtf has been used successfully in courses
at Linköping University (at the Department of Physics, Chemistry and Biology).
Because the participating students lacked experience of similar haptic technologies it
has not been possible to probe the students for any particular opinions about the force
experience from the hdtf as compared to other models. Despite this deficit from an
evaluation point of view, the statements made by the students about the docking experience
is an alternative source of information. After the addition of the hdtf, the students seemed
to be less prone to complain about not being able to feel attractive forces, or to make
negative statements about the irregular nature of the forces around the docking site (see
section 2.2.1), although such comments did still occur. One possible deduction is that the
performance of the force model has improved, providing the students with a better docking
experience.
Regardless of the efficacy of a system for regulation and control of the transfer functions,
however, if the tfs are designed poorly then the benefits of an approach like the hdtf
will be lost. Possibly the most important limiting factor is human force perception, for
example how small force differences we are able to detect.
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4.3

4.3

Just Noticeable Difference in Volume Data Probing

During the review of previous research that included discussion of transfer function design,
and the subsequent design and evaluation of the hdtf, it became more and more evident
that the effect of the transfer function on usability had not been considered to a sufficient
extent (see section 2.2.2). It was also clear that one of the main questions that arose was
very much left unanswered, that is, what are the perceptual limits that must govern the
design of the transfer functions? This is touched upon in Paper II but there it was left
for future work; however it was soon decided to continue and investigate these perceptual
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issues further. A study was initiated to map the perceptual concerns when using volumetric
data and haptic transfer functions but, since very little is known about perceptual limits in
continuous probing of volumetric data, it was necessary to start at a basic level and map
the Just Noticeable Difference (jnd) between the force outputs of two features in the same
volume. The jnd concept is often defined as the minimum difference (∆I) required for a
stimulus of S +∆I to be distinguishable from the stimulus S, and although most frequently
used for perceptual inputs such as display outputs [KPJ90] or force it has also been applied
to more abstract measures such as meaningfulness [Smi69]. The study described here is
presented in more detail in Paper V.
Although the jnd has a strong influence on how transfer functions should be designed,
the focus of the study was not to test the influence on jnd from different transfer function
designs, nevertheless a very interesting future study, but rather to determine how much the
force magnitude must differ for the interface between two parts of the volume data to be
noticeable. Knowing the limits of human force perception is critical to all feedback designs
where objects or features in the data are to be distinguishable, for example two adjacent
tissues in a volume of mri-data. To perform the jnd study a number of components were
needed. Tests had to be designed, survey questions formulated, and a program following
the test procedure had to be written.
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Figure 4.4: Tilted view of the boxes to illustrate the positional layout in the jnd test.
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Tests were executed using the same semi-immersive equipment as in the other studies
presented in this dissertation, see figure 5.3(b). Participants, 26 in total, were asked to
use the haptic device and feel through volumes placed at eight different locations in the
workspace, see figure 4.4, and search for the interface where a shift in force magnitude
occurred. The force difference was always presented in a similar manner, with the shift
being positioned along the same axis (the depth direction) and the force always being
weaker further away and stronger closer to the participant. If the interface was detected
the participant marked the position of the interface and continued to the next trial, or
reported that no difference could be felt. The weaker force, the reference force, was kept
at a constant level and, as the test progressed, the magnitude of the stronger test force
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was adjusted depending on the responses given by the participant. The purpose of this
adjustment scheme was to cross the limit of the participant’s perception several times, by
means of repeatedly lowering the difference to a level where it was not detected and then
raising it back to a detectable level. The sequence of up and down difference adjustments
is referred to as a staircase. Records from all trials were stored in log-files containing the
staircases with every force level used, as well as the time required to complete the staircase
for each position.
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means of repeatedly lowering the difference to a level where it was not detected and then
raising it back to a detectable level. The sequence of up and down difference adjustments
is referred to as a staircase. Records from all trials were stored in log-files containing the
staircases with every force level used, as well as the time required to complete the staircase
for each position.

The final jnd was estimated as the average of the five last midpoints between trial
pairs with successful and failed detection levels, that is, the last five reversals. This process was performed for two different reference force magnitudes, 0.1 N (low) and 0.8 N
(intermediate), chosen based on the results from a pre-study where participants qualitatively categorized forces they felt as being weak, medium strength or strong. Due to
hardware failures when running jnd tests with the force level determined from the strong
force categorizations (3.0 N) those tests were not completed.
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Force adjustments followed a scheme based on methods that are common in psychophysical research. Based on these methods many haptic jnd studies have used a 1-up 2-down
approach with forced choice, meaning that two successful detections lowers the difference
(∆I) whereas one failed detection raises the difference, and that the participants have a
limited number of pre-determined options when giving their response. As described previously the participants marked freely where in the volume they discovered the interface,
which, as it does not imply a limited number of predetermined choices, significantly lowered the elements of chance when giving a response. This enabled the use of a 2-up 1-down
scheme, since positive responses would be unlikely to occur by chance, each detection lowered the difference, and two unsuccessful trials were used to raise the difference as a means
to lower the risk of the participants missing a force level that was actually detectable.
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The jnd tests presented in Paper V followed a three step process, inspired by the work
of Klymenko, Pizer and Johnston [KPJ90], starting with an introductory practice session
before the real test, and having the test divided into two phases where the first is a coarser
range location and the second phase being the final threshold determination. During the
first phase, the coarse range location, a successful detection resulted in a halving of the
difference between the test and the reference force, or the test force and the last failed level.
Similarly a fail moved the test force level to halfway between the fail and the last previous
success. In the second phase a fixed step size was calculated based on the responses in the
first phase and used for the remainder of the trials.
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Although giving high accuracy the described approach sometimes resulted in very small
step sizes in the second phase. This shows that there is still room for improvements of
the staircase models, and an alternative would be to continue to dynamically adjust the
step size based on the outcomes of the preceding trials, similar to the method described
in [Lev71].
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Data was treated with mixed Analysis of Variance (anova) to determine if there were any
positionally dependent statistically significant differences in the jnds or in the total trial
times. For both the jnd and time analysis the between-subjects factors were force (low vs.
intermediate), sex (male vs. female) and age (under 30 vs. 30 and older). Within-subject
factor was position (Pos1 -Pos8 ). The combination of between-subjects and within-subject
factors required the use of a mixed-model anova.
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factor was position (Pos1 -Pos8 ). The combination of between-subjects and within-subject
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Tests for normal distribution were performed on the data to ensure compliance with the
requirements for anova. As deviations were found the data was transformed according to
a standard method (log transformation) and normal distributions achieved. All anovas
were performed with a decision criterion of 0.05, meaning that differences in the data were
considered statistically significant if the likelihood that they would occur by chance was
5 % or less. The details of this procedure are described in Paper V.
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The jnd analysis revealed that there was a main effect of force, meaning that there was
a significant difference between the jnds for the two reference force levels, see figure 4.5.
There were also differences between the positions, and according to a follow up (post hoc)
test, using Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons, the positions 1, 4, 5 and 8 differed
significantly from positions 2, 3, 6 and 7. Examination of figure 4.4 shows that these
positions correspond to the back and front positions. All detailed numerical results are
presented in Paper V.
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Our jnd analysis revealed no other effects of statistical significance. Perhaps most
importantly this means that there was no interaction between force level and position.
The interpretation is that the influence of position was similar for both force levels, an
effect that is also indicated by the almost identical shape of the two jnd curves presented
in figure 4.6. This is interesting because it implies that possible perturbation factors from
the equipment (for example friction in the haptic device) did not vary significantly for the
different positions. Since such factors are constant a greater perturbing effect would be
expected for the low force level, revealing itself as a force level/position interaction.
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Data describing the trial times was examined in the same manner as the jnd data,
using mixed anova. It was found that the time needed to complete the trials varied
significantly between the force levels, see 4.7, as well as between positions. Here the
follow up Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons showed that position 3 differed from
positions 2, 5, 7 and 8. With respect to time there was a significant interaction found
between position and force level, which means that the time needed to complete the trials
for the different positions varied between the two force levels. The influence on time from
the position/force interaction is indicated by the differences in the curve shapes for the two
force levels seen in figure 4.8, which can be compared to the similarly shaped jnd curves
in figure 4.6 where no such interactions were present.
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Implications

Having an appreciation for the perceptual issues involved, like jnds, is important for the
design of all representations, regardless of whether it is visual, haptic, or uses any other
modality or combination thereof.
Our study on haptic jnd showed that there are clear limitations to the level of detail
that can be perceivably delivered through a haptic device. This finding can influence how
force models for volumetric data should be designed, and how such models have to adjust
the force output according to the perceptual constraints if certain data feature information
is to be conveyed.
Transfer function design for haptic feedback is one example where the the results can be
applied, as tf design is also closely related to ensuring proper delivery of the information.
Despite its importance the design of haptic tfs is often ad hoc, and performed by trial-anderror without a systematic approach based on perceptual factors (see section 2.2.2). The
results presented here could be used to improve the tfs by supporting a more systematic
design approach, and also be implemented in dynamic transfer functions to execute runtime adjustments of the force output in response to the user’s movements in the workspace.
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design approach, and also be implemented in dynamic transfer functions to execute runtime adjustments of the force output in response to the user’s movements in the workspace.

Implications for Haptic Molecular Learning

Implications for Haptic Molecular Learning

At the time of writing it is uncertain exactly how the jnd results will be applied in the
practical use of haptics for molecular education. As mentioned the jnd is useful whenever
differences in the data are to be maintained perceptually throughout the haptic feedback
delivery. Thus, the results presented in this dissertation can be applied if adjacent molecular features are to be distinguishable. However, the jnd does not determine the complete
design of these force representations, as described in section 4.1.3.
To concretize and connect to the cff model, one example is the case when it could be
desirable to emphasize how the charge distribution on a ligand molecule causes different
strengths in the interactions with the binding site of a protein, even though the charges
in different parts on the ligand might only differ slightly. A transfer function could then
be designed, and the knowledge about jnds applied, to ensure that these small differences
are conveyed to the user in a distinguishable manner.
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The other main area where contributions have been made through this dissertation
work is within the field of educational research. More specifically, the studies presented
here have focused on science education research, and how the content of molecular
life science can be conveyed through visuohaptic representations. Here the aim is to
provide an interesting read on how this inter-disciplinary research effort was executed.
If you are more keen to attend to the progress made within the field of haptic technology
you can find such matters described in chapter 4.
This chapter will describe the empirical studies that have been performed with emphasis on learning aspects, their design, their educational setting, the data generated
and how it was analyzed. The most important findings about the student’s learning in
interaction with the visuohaptic CFF model will be accounted for, as well as possible
implications of the results.
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There are quite a few examples of how haptic technology has been applied in education,
but as described in section 3.3.2 the examples of studies on haptic influences on learning
in science education are rare, and where the education is focused on molecular life science
they are extremely rare. When molecular education aspects have been considered, it has
mostly been investigated rather briefly, such as in [Weg03, SWS+ 03], or mentioned as a
possible application area for the haptic technology (e.g. [SB08]).
The educational investigations presented in this dissertation dig deeper into the learning
aspects of haptic technology than anyone has done before in molecular life science. It is the
first time that educational research results are presented after extensive use of a visuohaptic
model of molecular recognition in higher education.
The setting for all tests described in this chapter was a Master’s level (undergraduate)
course on biomolecular interactions, given at Linköping University. Most students taking
the course were fourth year students from the Technical and Chemical biology programs,
and some were Ph.D. students. The cff visuohaptic virtual protein model was used by the
students to perform protein-ligand docking in compulsory laboratory exercises, although
participating in the research-related data collection was completely voluntary, and occurred
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under informed consent. For all the presented educational studies the visuohaptic molecular
model was used in two modes, either with or without the haptic feedback enabled. When
the haptic feedback was enabled this is referred to as condition or mode cffH , whereas
the use without haptics has been designated cffNoH . Regardless of mode the system was
used in a semi-immersive environment which provided improved depth perception and
visual/haptic co-location (see section 4.1).
Additional to the cffH /cffNoH conditions, further common factors for all studies were
the use of mixed-methods and the relatively low number of participants. Our analyses
combined both quantitative and qualitative methods, with statistical analysis focusing on
score differences between tests (pre-post) and other numerical measures such as time and
docking accuracy, whereas differences in language use and reasoning was the main focus
of the qualitative effects on the students’ learning. All students enrolled in the course on
biomolecular interactions agreed to participate in the research; however, due to the fact
that Linköping University is not very large, each educational program includes a rather
limited number of students. This combined with the high level of specialization of the
course content lowered the number of available students even further, as the course was
suitable only for the subset of students who took similar molecular science courses in the
last years of their undergraduate studies.
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5.2

First Design and Evaluation

The first study, that culminated in Paper I, was carried out in the fall of 2005 and was the
first time that the cff system (see section 4.1) was formally tested with university students.
Preceding the course’s laboratory session was a period of preparation including, among
other endeavours, adding interaction logging functionality to the cff software, designing
labs with docking tasks, preparing molecular datasets, as well as designing surveys and
probe questions for pre- and post-tests.
Given the limited number of participants the study was laid out to follow a partial
cross-over design, outlined in figure 5.1. In this setup, each participant acted as a member
of both the experimental and control groups, meaning that they performed the tasks in
both conditions. Other potential benefits with a cross-over design, as compared to many
test/control group designs, are that the participants can give a more nuanced qualitative
feedback after experiencing both modes, and the avoidance of ethical issues since all participants get exposed similarly to the potentially better mode of the system. One drawback
with this design is the risk of influences from learning effects being carried over from the
first session to the next. To balance the groups the assignment to condition (cffH /cffNoH )
was based on sex and the score obtained in an initial domain knowledge test, aiming at
groups with even distributions of sex and achievement level.
Being the first study using the cff system it was uncertain how it would be received
by the students. Although we had positive indications from previous informal testing
it was largely unknown how the students would experience the system’s usability when
performing more complex tasks under longer periods of time. Therefore the evaluation did
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Figure 5.1: Outline of the partial cross-over evaluation design used in the first in situ study.
From [BPCT+ 07] © IEEE 2007.
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and aimed at covering several aspects in learning, performance and usability. The following
main research questions were defined for investigation:
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For the entire test the only difference in treatment between the groups was the haptic
condition. This meant that one group performed the tasks, Task SI (Substrate & Inhibitor)
and Task TS (Transition State), under the respective conditions cffNoH /cffH , and for the
other group the tasks were identical but the condition order was reversed to cffH /cffNoH .
Immediately preceding Task SI the participants answered a background survey and performed a pre-test. The survey contained queries about previous experience of computer
gaming, haptic equipment and protein visualization software. The main purpose of the
background survey was to get a better demographic view of the students with respect to
their knowledge of 3D navigation and protein visualization systems, whereas the pre-test
was designed to help answer research questions 1-3.
Datasets used in the labs were based on the protein Human Carbonic Anhydrase II
(hcaii). The choice of hcaii was motivated by familiarity, that is, the students had been
exposed to the protein in previous stages of their education, and it was also well known to
the examiner of the course. The protein hcaii catalyses the reversible reaction between
+
carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and water (H2 O) to form bicarbonate (HCO−
3 ) and a proton (H ).
Thereby, the function delivered by hcaii is to clear multicellular organisms from the waste
product CO2 by converting it to bicarbonate at the organism’s cells, and then reconverting
bicarbonate to carbon dioxide at the lungs for release out of the body. Dockings were
mainly performed to the wild type of hcaii (naturally existing) except for the last part of
Task TS where a mutated variant was used. Ligands were varied to a greater extent, partly
to address research questions 2 and 3, and consisted of both inhibitors and transition state
analogues.
Following the pre-test was the actual laboratory task. The group currently in condition
cffH first conducted a short introductory haptic exercise to become acquainted with the
equipment. Questions or subtasks for students to answer or perform in each part of the
laboratory were a trade-off between covering the curricula and extracting additional information for the research questions. Where subtasks involved using specific functions in cff
the instructions were explicit about which actions to take, such as specifying buttons to
press. After completing the laboratory task the students answered a post-test designed to
cover the same content as the pre-test, in order to enable estimation of any learning gains
from the task. The experience survey was mainly aimed at answering research questions
6-7 which were aimed at usability.
Regardless of condition (cffH /cffNoH ) all docking tasks included saving the docking
result, that is, the position where the student experienced the ligand to have its most
favorable interactions with respect to the protein. Data was saved as a pdb-file (see
section 2.1.1) containing the position of the ligand as well as the surrounding protein to
convey the docking context. Ligand dockings thereby provided a measure of how accurately
the student completed the docking tasks (research question 4). Log files of the students’
interactions were also generated, containing information about their ligand movements and
use of other functions of the system. Logging data also provided a time measure, used to
determine how long the students took to complete the docking tasks (research question 5).
The second part of the cross-over, Task TS, followed the same procedure as the first
task. The instructions were adapted to include questions relevant for the ligands used
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in the tasks, as were some of the questions in the pre- and post-tests, but the exercises
were otherwise similar to those in Task SI. Following the laboratory sequence was an
experience survey asking the students for their input on, among other things, how well the
system worked in comparison with other molecular visualization software, suggestions on
improvements, how valuable they considered the haptic feedback to be, and to give a selfestimation on any learning they would consider to be unique from the haptic experience.
A small group of students were selected for interviews, the last part of the evaluation design depicted in figure 5.1. The subset of students that participated in the interviews were
chosen based on their results in the labs, and the aim was to have a sample that was representative for the achievement levels in the group. Interviews were semi-structured [Kva96]
and aimed at getting an even deeper insight into the students’ understanding of biomolecular interactions, and specifically, how a ligand interacts with a protein. During the interview
phase the students also performed a docking with the cff system in a think-aloud session,
after which they were asked to once again provide their opinions about working with the
system and any suggestions for improvements. These interviews were audio recorded and
later transcribed for analysis.
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5.2.1

5.2.1

Analysis and Main Results

Scoring of pre- and post-tests was performed independently by two teachers/researchers in
molecular education. Scores assigned to the students’ answers had an inter-rater agreement
of 95 % which indicates a high reliability, and the remaining questions were marked in a
collaborative process until agreement was reached. The differences in scores between the
post- and the pre-test, described as the learning gains, were treated with (Multivariate)
Analysis of Variance (m/anova) in order to respond to research questions 1-3, details can
be found in Paper I.
Learning gain analysis showed that the system effected learning regardless of condition
(cffH or cffNoH ), that is, if students learned from using cff in these tasks did not depend
on the use of haptics. Interestingly though, there was a significant difference between the
tasks. Still without any specific effect from adding the haptic element, the students gained
more from the laboratory exercise when learning about inhibitors (Task SI) as compared
to transition state analogs (Task TS), see figure 5.2.
All task responses were qualitatively analyzed by analytical induction [AS94], exploring the type of explanations used by the students. Explanations were placed into one of
the four categories steric, forces, chemical or dynamic, and the categorization was analyzed statistically. This analysis revealed that students using the system in mode cffH
produced more force-based reasoning in their responses, and that there was once again a
difference between the tasks, with more explanations categorized as steric or dynamic in
the responses from Task TS. In addition, data from interviews indicated that the haptic
modality supported the connection of knowledge that had previously appeared somewhat
scattered in the students’ conceptions of molecular recognition. One student expressed this
in a way typical of all interviewed students (translated from Swedish):
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Figure 5.2: Gain scores, by task and use of haptics. The graph displays that there is no
difference between haptics or no haptics conditions, but a difference between the tasks.
Adapted from [BPCT+ 07].
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You already know the chemistry and the properties of different groups in a compound and the side chains of the amino acids. You also know about the different
types of forces acting upon them and between them, electrostatic, hydrophobic,
van der Waals and all that stuff. . . . . . and you know about the energy reasoning
and the dynamics. But you know all of this as separate things. You think of
it, one at the time. What haptics did was to couple this together to a
coherent whole. They are there at the same time. All together. As different
aspects of the same thing. I suddenly understood this in a ‘click’ when I used
the haptic model.
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Docking accuracy and time needed for docking (performance measures) were also treated
with anova. Both tasks (SI and TS) took approximately the same time to complete, but
haptics had an influence on the time required. The students that were provided with haptic
feedback solved the tasks faster, which is a result in line with haptic docking experiments
performed by biochemistry experts and described in [BJOYBK90]. On the other hand,
docking accuracy did not improve by using the system in mode cffH as the ligands were
not docked significantly better. However, there was a general large variation in the docking results, making it hard to establish whether students docked poorly or if the system
provided feedback with too low fidelity in the region of weak interaction forces.
Responses to the experience survey showed that using the cff system was found to be
enjoyable. Criticism mainly indicated that the available visual representations and tools
should be expanded, and that using a van der Waals representation for the ligand, as
seen in figure 5.3(a), caused visual occlusion as the ligand covered the view of the binding
site during docking. Some students also expressed a bit of frustration about managing
the complex force situation during docking, when many forces in different directions are
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acting simultaneously on the ligand (see section 2.2.1). However, this frustration was not
unanimous and strongly contrasted by other students that rated the haptic feedback as
most helpful for the positioning of the ligand in the docking process.
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unanimous and strongly contrasted by other students that rated the haptic feedback as
most helpful for the positioning of the ligand in the docking process.

5.2.2

5.2.2

Lessons Learned

The evaluation design in the first in situ study was rather extensive, trying to encompass
many different aspects of learning about molecular recognition with the visouhaptic cff
model, for example trying to isolate benefits specific for different types of ligand molecules.
The study provided a lot of data and did produce interesting results, although it might
have benefitted from a less encompassing design.
Placing an evaluation in situ introduces both benefits and drawbacks. One beneficial
element is the ease of access to participants since the students are generally enthusiastic
about trying novel technology and getting a new element introduced in contrast to their
everyday laboratories and lectures. The fact that the content of the exercises must mainly
comply with the curricula for the course and not just focus on providing research data
ensures a more genuine in situ setting but, at the same time, it can make designing good
probes more challenging. It might be favorable to aim at encapsulating measures of the
targeted learning aspects into one or two questions, and treat the other questions as “bonus
data”, as the questions belonging to the curricula probably will provide a lot of useful data
as well.

(a) Screenshot

(b) Student with the setup.

Figure 5.3: (a) Screenshot from the Chemical Force Feedback software showing the protein
(center), the ligand (lower right) and a torque visualization (lower left), and (b) a student
using the Chemical Force Feedback system. From [BPCT+ 07] © IEEE 2007.
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A Refined Study

5.3

In the first study no increased learning gains were revealed from using cff in haptic
mode as compared to visual mode. There are several possible reasons for this. It could
of course have resided in that there were no special benefits from haptic feedback to be
found for learning about molecular recognition. However, the clear learning gains found
from using the model regardless of which mode it was run in, and the influence the haptic
feedback was found to have on reasoning inspired a refinement of the evaluation design.
In a continuation, a second study was performed in 2006 and led to the publication of
Paper III. Although details like numerical results are only presented in Paper III, this
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showing the chronological order of measures and tasks.
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From a partial cross-over, the new design was developed to follow a classic test/control
group setup, the outline of the second study is illustrated in figure 5.4. If comparing the
schematics in figure 5.1 and figure 5.4 it can be noted that there are more refinements
made than the major change to a test/control group design. The grouping into conditions
was based on sex and the students’ achievements in a previous course. A spatial ability
test was performed before the first task. Although the spatial ability test was a pen and
paper rotation test [EFH76] (see section 3.1.1), and therefore not a perfect match to the
3D navigation inherent in the docking tasks, it was nevertheless considered to provide an
indicator of each student’s spatial aptitude, that could explain difficulties that students
might experience with the model. To provide all students with an opportunity to use the
system in the haptic mode, a second collaborative task was introduced (see figure 5.4).
In addition to the written tasks, which the students solved together in pairs, the student
from condition cffH was asked to act as a guide and allow the student from condition
cffNoH to perform the docking. The intention of assigning different roles was to stimulate
interaction and discussion between the students. These collaborative sessions were video
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and audio recorded.
Based on the experiences gained from the first study, the research questions were reviewed and made somewhat less encompassing. For example, the laboratory exercise was
modified to include fewer ligand types. However, perhaps more importantly, aiming at an
improved design, one question present in the first study’s pre- and post-tests, there in a less
elaborate form, was picked up on and reformulated. The aim was to induce the students to
give elaborate answers and expose their knowledge about key aspects of molecular recognition, possibly exposing changes in reasoning between tests. This question, labeled the
Target Question (tq), was posed identically as the last question in both pre- and post-test
and was phrased as follows:
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Beskriv processen då ett substrat kommer in i och slutgiltigt binder till aktiva
ytan i ett enzyme. Tänk dig att du sitter på substratet och beskriver allt vad
som händer på vägen in och fram till dess att substratet har bundit.
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Two of the pre-/post-test questions were integrated into the final exam for the course.
One of those questions was the target question. The tq, being designed to induce elaborate answers, was beneficial not only for the purpose of research. With its content being
pertinent to the curricula, and the answers being a display of the students’ present knowledge, it also assisted the examiner in the assessment of the students. Final exams were
held approximately 2 weeks after the laboratory exercises, and the aim of including the tq
in the exam was to test whether the students kept the same type of reasoning as in the
post-test.
The issues with visual occlusion were resolved by changing the ligand representation
from van der Waals spheres to stick model. Although no students remarked on visual
occlusion, some did comment on the fact that the stick models display cylinders between
the center positions of the atoms in the ligand, but do not represent the size of the atoms’
extension from the center.
As an improvement to the introductory sequence its exercise was redesigned with explicit instructions guiding the students through most of the available functions in the cff
system. The purpose was to promote the students to explore the visual and haptic features and enable them to navigate the system, thereby potentially making the laboratory
exercises more pleasant to perform and a better learning experience.
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The data analysis followed a procedure similar to that of the first in situ study (described
in section 5.2.1) in that responses were analyzed for types of levels of reasoning by an-
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alytical induction [AS94], and that tests were marked independently by two life science
researchers/educators (rater agreement 95 %), and where appropriate the data were run
through m/anova to check for statistical significance. Detailed numerical results and more
elaborate descriptions of the analyses are presented in Paper III.
A deepened analysis was performed on open-ended responses given by students to
tests as well as to worksheets for the laboratory exercise. The analysis focused on scientific
content and depth of intention, and examined both differences and similarities between the
groups. Aspects of sterical constraints and interactions between protein and ligand were
dominating responses from both groups. The aspects of stochastic nature of molecular
diffusion and dynamics in biomolecular chemical systems were occurring more frequently
in the group provided with haptic feedback. A typical student response was
Quote 2. From pre-test, condition cffH .
The ligand moves towards the enzyme. It positions itself roughly from electrostatic and hydrophobic properties. Lastly it forms hydrogen bonds and electrostatic salt- bridges. The binding is also depending on van der Waals bonds.
Whereas the student’s post-test response was more elaborate:
Quote 3. From post-test, condition cffH .
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The ligand floats and flexes conformation caused by collisions with water and
other molecules in the solution. Occasionally it comes to the protein surface
somewhere and glides, bumps, interacts and pops out in the solution again until
the collaborative forces of weak interaction with the protein will dominate and
. . . When it fits into the binding pocket it feels like it is resting. No groups with
the same charge are fighting each other, and bulky groups find correspondingly
fitting holes. No hits, no pushes. How well the ligand binds is dependent on
how often it binds in comparison to how often it comes off. It is always this on
and off.
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Five categories of words or expressions emerged from the analysis: steric, chemical,
force, dynamic and energetic. The words in these categories varied between scientific
terms, metaphors, and words used to express different types of molecular behaviour. Preand post-test responses were categorized according to this five word scheme that allowed
for the same word or expression to be categorized differently depending on its context in
the response. Statistical analysis comparing the use of terms between pre- and post-test
revealed significant differences in that students’ use of chemical terms decreased, and their
use of dynamic terms increased. Force terms increased for students in condition cffH but
not for those in condition cffNoH .
Analysis of scores on pre- and post-tests showed that the groups differed in learning of
the content focused by the target question. The group running the system with haptics
enabled improved their mean score from 39.0 % to 54.0 %, whereas the corresponding pre-
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and post-test means were 35.5 % and 39.0 % for the group running the system in nohaptics mode. Overall, looking at the entire pre- and post-test scores, there was a learning
occurring, but without any significant difference between the groups.
A preliminary analysis of video material from the collaborative task did not provide
much insight about any particular effects from the addition of haptics. This was due to
limited interactions beyond those concerning what the correct answer would be to write in
the laboratory task sheets. Further analysis would be required to shed light on the reasons
behind the student’s behaviours. Speculatively, one reason for this could be that both
students had used the system in the first task, which was similar to the second task, so the
element of enthusiasm about the novel type of exploration had been attenuated and focus
shifted towards efficiently solving the laboratory task at hand. Other reasons could be that
students’ felt pressured for time, or that they were feeling somewhat uncomfortable while
working in front of the video camera and therefore adjusted their behaviour.
Following the development of students’ scores on the tq, as presented in table 5.1,
it can be seen that students improved from the time of the laboratory exercise to the
time of the exam. The difference between the groups had decreased at the time of the
exam, and the scores of the cffNoH group had exceeded those of the cffH . The reasons
for these improvements are uncertain, although the course continued to provide learning
opportunities after the laboratory exercises, and students would have been likely to study
for their exam.
Condition
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Table 5.1: Mean scores on the target question for the different groups and times of testing.
The maximum score was 10.
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From these finding it can be concluded that haptics supported learning of the content
aimed at by the tq. Another possible benefit provided by the haptic element of the model
appeared from the observations made in the students’ responses: the potential contribution
in challenging erroneous conceptions. For example, the notion of the ligand being pulled
into the binding site in through an active process, as expressed in the pre-test by two
students in condition cffH and three in condition cffNoH , here shown though a quote
from one of the students:
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I expected to be guided to the docking position only by the feeling – a complete
rest and a strong attraction. In fact there seemed to be several possibilities
which I had to discriminate between by using chemical reasoning.
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At post-test this notion was expressed only by students who did not receive haptic feedback.
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Linking Interaction Patterns and Learning

In learning, as well as in many other events, it can be very interesting to study the processes
involved and not only the outcome, for example as per a scoring scheme. A common method
in education research to capture students’ interactions is to use video recordings which can
be analyzed after the learning sequence. However, when students are working with virtual
environments video recordings might not be a viable solution, often due to the student
occluding the display, or because of technical issues such as synchronizing recording to
graphics rendered in stereo.
Therefore, using log files is one way to capture interactions with a software, like buttons
clicked or other choices made during run-time. By registering data about the actions taken
by the user in time-stamped logs, the sequence of interactions can be analyzed, for example
by looking at the number of reoccurring events or by recreating the state of the software at
the particular time when the log was written. Even though such data does not record how
the user interpreted the information presented by the software, the way the software was
used, as revealed by patterns in the log files, and other measures taken in conjunction with
the learning sequence can be used in combination to infer information about the learning
processes that were at play.
As mentioned in section 5.2, the cff system used in the laboratory exercises included
a logging functionality. Thereby, a number of log files had been collected during the in
situ studies, providing a rather rich description of the each student’s actions with the
system. Since the examples of log file analysis from 3D virtual environments were scarce,
and no examples were found in life-science education, there was potential to contribute
with novel education research by exploring our log files. The work of studying the log file
data led to the preparation of Paper IV, which contains details about the logs and the
novel visualization-based methods used for analysis. The analyzed log files were from the
study presented in Paper III and section 5.3, and were cropped to contain a segment of
the laboratory task that was comparable between students, starting from a precisely know
point at the beginning of the docking task and ending at the point where the student had
saved the final ligand docking. As other data from the same learning sequence had already
been analyzed, it enabled triangulation using the log file information and the previously
found results.
Each log file contained data describing the user’s movements of the haptic device, and
thereby how the ligand was moved in virtual space. Examples of other registered interactions are the derived forces acting on the ligand and changes between the representational
modes for the protein, such as altering colour and style. The position of the ligand at
each student’s final docking was also recorded. Given the large amount of data, and the
fact that much was stored in numerical form, made it impossible to overview and analyze
through reading alone.
A tool for visualizing the log file contents was custom developed to provide the means
for analysis. In brief, this tool consisted of three components: a tabular presentation of
the log contents with additional derived information such as the accumulated distance that
the ligand had been moved, a parallel coordinate (pc) plot, as presented in figure 5.5, and
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a profiling tool which showed the way the a student had moved the ligand and also provided an appreciation of the force magnitudes exerted on the virtual ligand, see figure 5.6.
Employment of an analytical approach based on information visualization techniques to
examine interactions and learning with a 3D virtual model, is a novel contribution to the
field of science education research.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.5: Examples of pc plots, limited to three variables for clarity in print. The
sub-figures (a) and (b) illustrate the interactive exploration potential of switching the axis
order in pc plots. Both examples, (a) and (b), are generated using the same data.

Figure 5.5: Examples of pc plots, limited to three variables for clarity in print. The
sub-figures (a) and (b) illustrate the interactive exploration potential of switching the axis
order in pc plots. Both examples, (a) and (b), are generated using the same data.

The components of the visual log file analysis tool contributed by displaying data in
varying formats providing complementing information. For instance the pc plot, as seen in
figure 5.5, is useful both for investigating trends within and across groups, and for providing
an overview of data values for one individual. A detailed description of pc plots can be
found in [Joh08], but in brief, a pc plot consists of a number of parallel vertical axes, one
for each variable being examined. Data is rendered as polylines intersecting each axis at
the point that corresponds to the values of the assigned variable. Each polyline represents
one line in a spreadsheet or an entry in a database, in our case data for one student. Data
can be numerical (e.g. scores for pre-/post-test and spatial ability) or categorical (e.g.
high/low achievers), and in the latter case each category is assigned to a segment of the
axis.
As the student’s exploration of the molecular forces was occurring in a 3D space, it
seemed natural to investigate aspects of their interactions with the cff system through a
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(a) A sample profile from the cffH group.

(b) A sample profile from the cffNoH group.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of profile plots from the two groups. Note how constrained the
spheres are in (a), as compared to the dispersed movements displayed in (b).

Figure 5.6: Examples of profile plots from the two groups. Note how constrained the
spheres are in (a), as compared to the dispersed movements displayed in (b).

3D visualization. In this first version of a profiling tool, shown in figure 5.6, the choice was
made to display the movements of the ligand as a sphere at the position of each logged entry.
The spheres were coloured according to a colour gradient representing their chronological
order in the log, with the first sphere (log entry) rendered in black, and fading to white
for the last sphere. The size of the spheres represent the magnitude of the force acting on
the ligand, with a large sphere indicating a strong force. Effectively this is a 3D scatter
plot, and in its simplicity it provided a clear view of the progression of the movements in
the docking process.
It should be emphasized that the ability to interact with these tools is a major factor
in the analysis process. These interactions include, for example, filtering data in the pc
plot or changing the order of the axes, or rotating and zooming to explore the data from
different views in the profiling tool. Further details are provided in Paper IV.
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The results presented in Paper IV study was reached after repeated multidirectional analysis at different levels. The data was explored for differences and similarities between the
groups (cffH /cffNoH ) and between individuals. Detailed analyses of the individual students’ interactions were also performed. The tools developed were used to view the data
in several different ways and with different filtering. This way repeated observations could
be made, both through the visual representations and through numerical data.
Our investigation showed that the cffH group spent less interactive time with the
system during the docking task, using 268 s as compared to 342 s for the cffNoH group.
This result is in line with similar findings presented in [BJOYBK90].
Docking results from the laboratory exercise were examined using both the tools described in section 5.4 and a molecular visualization tool. The mean accuracy in docking was
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similar for the two groups; however, there was a greater variation in the cffNoH group.
This variation is conveyed qualitatively in figure 5.7, where the dockings of the cffNoH
group, in blue, are more dispersed as compared to the dockings of the cffH group, in
red. The manner in which the cffNoH group “pushed” the ligand further into the docking
site, seen in figure 5.7(b), is also consistent with a higher mean force (per second) that
was found to be acting on their ligand. An observation which indicates that the cffH
group was guided by the force feedback to keep the ligand further away from the surface of
the protein, whereas the students who did not receive any haptic feedback had to rely on
visuals and geometric fit, possibly with influences from the dominant lock-and-key analogy.

(a) The combined final dockings of both groups.

(b) Dockings in context of the protein.
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Figure 5.7: Dockings from both groups, with the results of group cffH in red and cffNoH
in blue, and a correct docking in white for reference. Figure (a) shows all ligands and (b)
displays their combined molecular volumes.
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There was a clear difference between the groups in the way the students moved the
ligand during docking, a difference also attributed to the constraining property of the
haptic modality. When using the profiling tool in the analysis of the individual dockings,
it was observed that students in the cffH group performed their dockings by moving the
ligand through a more constrained space. Examples of profiles from both groups can be
seen in figure 5.6, where the focused ligand positions in the cffH example (figure 5.6(a))
can be contrasted to the dispersed positions of the cffNoH example (figure 5.6(b)). The
visual appearance of the profiles also confirmed the lower forces exerted on the ligand for
the cffH group.
Another interesting observation is the marked differences in the students’ representational switches and degree of activity in reorienting the ligand molecule. The cffNoH
group changed the visual representation of the protein more than twice as often as the
cffH group. There was also a distinct variation between the groups when it came to a
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procedure referred to as a grip change. Students had to perform a grip change when their
rotation of the ligand could not continue seamlessly due to physical limits in the joints of
the haptic device. Grip changes found in the log files were 17.3 for cffNoH versus 10.9 for
cffH (mean values).
In a combined analysis of the data for representational and grip changes, together with
the scores for spatial ability, the following was revealed: Students using more representational switches also performed more grip changes and, on average, students with high
spatial ability did not perform as many representational or grip changes. It was also noted
that frequent representational switches was associated with lower gains in learning.
There might be various reasons as to why students with a higher use of the visual modality produced a lower learning gain. This study included a small sample and a larger number
of participants would be required to confirm the relationships statistically. However, based
on the observations made, one view to take on the result is to use an information-processing
perspective. According to this theory there is a limit to the amount of information that
humans can process simultaneously by a single sensory channel. The theory proposes that
the limit is not totally strict, and if the limit is at one level for information presented
through one modality, it can sometimes be extended if two modalities are used in conjunction. Following this line of reasoning, an intense use of representational switches and
grip changes led to a higher visual processing load, and the mental translation of visual
information to protein-ligand interactions was likely cognitively demanding. In contrast,
our data suggests that the haptic modality off-loaded visual processing by constraining the
visual representation and by rendering the molecular interactions through an additional
modality.
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5.5

5.5

Implications for Molecular Life Science Education

With respect to the science education research arena there are probably two important
contributions of this dissertation work that stand out. First, the depth in which the
relations between learning and haptics have been investigated. Several different methods
have been applied in the research, and measures have covered a range from time efficiency
to analysis of reasoning and interaction behaviours. Second, the way in which haptic
technology has been shown to be applicable in higher education. Specifically, our research
has shown that by introducing a haptic virtual model of protein-ligand recognition in situ,
the students have been able to learn about the molecular interactions involved in this
process. In some cases they have been able to perform their tasks faster with haptics, but
more importantly, they have been learning in ways that have influenced their reasoning
about protein-ligand recognition, allowing them to challenge their conceptions and connect
knowledge, thereby forming a more complete view of the molecular processes.
Following the beneficial learning results and the clear positive feedback from the students that used the system in the first two studies (2005 and 2006), the cff system has
been deployed in education every subsequent year to date. The courses have varied somewhat in their main focus, for example, in 2009 the cff system was applied in the course
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Combinatorial protein engineering, where the docking was done as preparatory task before
redesigning an enzyme. Nevertheless, all courses have all dealt with molecular recognition
in some form. This level of use in situ indicates that cff can be applied to different learning sequences by small alterations such as changing the data sets (proteins and ligands) to
suit the course content.
These studies do not reveal what it is in the nature of the additional element of haptics per se that induces the changes observed in the students’ reasoning. Studying the
students’ docking profiles demonstrates that haptic feedback constrains the way they explore the molecules with the cff system, which in turn, could make students focus on the
relevant biomolecular properties and interactions. As mentioned in section 3.2 the extra
modality of haptic feedback might provide a similar effect as that of using multiple representations, in the sense that it can complement the visual representation with invisible
information, and simultaneously constrain the space that visually appears accessible. Having the opportunity to feel more of the dynamic ligand behaviour could also be a significant
enhancer of the experience, for example, occasional repulsion as the ligand bounces of the
surface of the protein. However, the dynamic ligand model (described in section 4.1.2) is
active regardless of which mode (haptics/no haptics) that the cff system is run in, and
thereby always provides a visual indicator of the present dynamics.
One important contribution in Paper IV is the development and implementation of a
method for analyzing interactions in a 3D virtual environment. This analytical method
is based on application of information visualization tools in science education research.
Hence, the presented method is a starting point where it is showing promise for others
interested in performing similar studies; however, it is not a one-size-fits-all solution, and
modifications are most likely needed to suit another specific virtual environment. Development of customized tools might be required to perform the analysis, and such development is likely an obstacle in many education research environments. However, the
multi-disciplinary composition of the research group where our research was conducted
enabled us to overcome the issue of tool development. These experiences makes it easy to
second Gilbert’s statement in [Gil08]:
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Multi-disciplinary teams are needed if the research and development needed to
improve visualization in science education is to take place.
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improve visualization in science education is to take place.

The patterns identified in the study of students’ interactions with cff could assist
in the future design and use of visuohaptic models representing molecular recognition.
Interventions could be incorporated into the system design, and activated if a student
displays one of the patterns identified as connected to lower learning gains, for example,
in the event of a student performing too many representational switches or showing a
too dispersed pattern of movements. Such a practical intervention could aid by ensuring
that the student gets a more efficient learning experience. However, any such intervention
designs would also require specific evaluation.
The findings from the study of students’ interactions can be related to the epistemic
actions described in section 3.3.1. The concept of using actions in the environment as a
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support for mental processing could be paralleled to the use of the haptic element in the
docking process.
Performing actions in the visual modality, such as visual representational switches and
grip changes, could have been considered epistemic actions in this context had such actions
indicated support of the learning process by an increased learning gain. However, as an
increase in representational switches was related to a lower learning gain, it seems that
the constraining properties of haptic feedback was required. It could be speculated that
with the addition of haptics, epistemic actions were mainly performed though the haptic
modality, thereby haptically supporting the mental processing. The relations between the
interactions with the cff system and learning are not fully investigated, and a further analysis of the actions taken by students and their temporal relations are needed to ascertain
any presence of haptic epistemic actions.
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This chapter is intended to provide the reader with an overview of the research efforts
presented in this dissertation. Rather than explaining detailed background information,
which is described in the previous chapters, the content gives a brief and condensed
summary of the motivation behind this dissertation work and of the appended papers
and their research contributions.
Following the summary is a section on the overall conclusions that can be drawn
from the presented work, and at the end you can find descriptions of possible prospects
for future research initiatives.
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Motivational Factors

Motivational Factors

Placed in the intersection between the fields of educational research, haptic visualization
research and life science research, this dissertation work has been highly inter-disciplinary.
Influences from several fields are also reflected in the following factors motivating the
presented research:
• The interactions between proteins and other molecules are crucial to all living cells.
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• Haptic technology has previously been indicated in preceeding research reports as a
technique with the potential to stimulate and aid learning about molecular properties.
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• No previous study has been performed with an educational research perspective on
the use of haptics in higher education covering molecular interactions.

• No previous study has been performed with an educational research perspective on
the use of haptics in higher education covering molecular interactions.

These factors led to the conducting of learning-focused in situ evaluations of the Chemical Force Feedback (cff) system, a protein-ligand visualization tool which provides a
visuohaptic representation of protein-ligand recognition. The learning studies were performed in the setting of computer-based labs in a Master’s level (undergraduate) course on
biomolecular interactions. Students ran the system in visuohaptic mode (condition cffH )
or in visual only mode (condition cffNoH ).
This setup offered a rare research opportunity to test the developed representation
on larger groups of the intended end users in their everyday working environment. The
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development process has been iterative with interleaved in situ evaluation, where the results
from one study have spawned ideas for both haptic visualization research in enhancing the
representation, and for improving the learning study design.

development process has been iterative with interleaved in situ evaluation, where the results
from one study have spawned ideas for both haptic visualization research in enhancing the
representation, and for improving the learning study design.

6.2

6.2

Paper I

Paper I

The initial in situ study using cff generated the results presented in Paper I, where
a technical system description is also included. In contrast to previous haptic docking
applications, cff was one of the first systems to incorporate a flexible ligand model.
Research questions were divided into three categories according to the following list:
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Learning
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1. Does adding haptic representations improve learners understanding of molecular biosciences?

1. Does adding haptic representations improve learners understanding of molecular biosciences?

2. Do tasks that vary in their complexity differentially benefit from haptic support?
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3. If haptics does improve learning, can we identify specific forms of knowledge that it
helps to support?

3. If haptics does improve learning, can we identify specific forms of knowledge that it
helps to support?

Performance

Performance

4. Do learners perform the task of ligand docking more accurately with haptic support?

4. Do learners perform the task of ligand docking more accurately with haptic support?

5. Do learners perform the task of ligand docking more efficiently (faster) with haptic
support?

5. Do learners perform the task of ligand docking more efficiently (faster) with haptic
support?

Usability

Usability

6. Do learners find the system usable?

6. Do learners find the system usable?

7. What improvements do they suggest to help develop the system further?

7. What improvements do they suggest to help develop the system further?

The study employed a partial cross-over design, meaning that the condition (cffH /cffNoH )
changed betweeen the tasks. Mixed quantitative and qualitative methods were used, with
quantitative data coming from pre- and post-tests as well as logging data collected during
run-time to capture information about students’ docking interactions. The responses students generated to tests and tasks solved using the model were analyzed for different types
of reasoning processes. A subset of students were interviewed, and surveys were conducted
with a focus on usability.
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quantitative data coming from pre- and post-tests as well as logging data collected during
run-time to capture information about students’ docking interactions. The responses students generated to tests and tasks solved using the model were analyzed for different types
of reasoning processes. A subset of students were interviewed, and surveys were conducted
with a focus on usability.
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Main Findings

Main Findings

Using statistical analysis to isolate significant quantitative effects the evaluation applying
the cff system showed that:

Using statistical analysis to isolate significant quantitative effects the evaluation applying
the cff system showed that:

• Students demonstrated gains in learning when using the model irrespective of condition.
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• Students showed a higher learning gain in tasks with inhibitor substrate as compared
to transition state analogs.
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• Students in condition cffH used more force-based reasoning in their task responses.
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• There was a higher degree of steric and dynamic-type reasoning in the answers for
tasks about transition states as compared to inhibitors.
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• Students who received haptic feedback solved the tasks faster.
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• Use of haptics did not improve ligand docking accuracy.
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• Students found the cff system useful and enjoyable to work with.
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• Visual occlusion was an issue when the ligand was placed close to the docking site.

• Visual occlusion was an issue when the ligand was placed close to the docking site.

• Some students expressed frustration concerning the complex force situation that appeared close to the docking site.

• Some students expressed frustration concerning the complex force situation that appeared close to the docking site.

In conjunction with the results from the study described in Paper III, these findings
are the first to be published from a learning-focused study with extensive use of haptics in higher education on molecular interactions. Indications by the students that the
force model could be improved were attended to and led to the development of a History
Dependent Transfer Function.
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force model could be improved were attended to and led to the development of a History
Dependent Transfer Function.

6.3

6.3

Paper II

From the investigations presented in Papers I and III it was clear that the students were
expecting a somewhat different force experience, mainly with respect to the weaker attractive molecular interactions. There had been adjustments made to the force feedback
between the studies; however, reviews by the students in the second in situ study indicated
that there was still room for improvement.
Haptically rendering data with large ranges might be challenging due to limitations
in both haptic equipment and in perception. If a static transfer function is adapted for
accurate feedback in the high range of the data, fidelity is often lost in the low range, an
effect that was noted in the case of protein-ligand docking where it is important to convey
both strong and weak interactions.
A History Dependent Transfer Function (hdtf) was developed to enable feature detection over large force ranges. The hdtf translates a force value from the data, Fin , to an
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output force that is fed through the haptic device, Fout . The translation scheme is adaptive and adjusts according to accumulated values of Fin over a time window, Facc , which is
indicative of the force environment that has currently been probed. An evaluation was performed using both artificial data and a molecular docking scenario. Tests performed with
artificial data compared the participants’ (16 in total) performance in feature detection
using the hdtf and a static tf as follows:
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indicative of the force environment that has currently been probed. An evaluation was performed using both artificial data and a molecular docking scenario. Tests performed with
artificial data compared the participants’ (16 in total) performance in feature detection
using the hdtf and a static tf as follows:

• Using an artificial dataset (disc) with discontinuities generating one low potential
feature and one high potential feature.
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feature and one high potential feature.

• Using an artificial dataset (grad) containing a potential gradient field with one
feature generated by a change in the gradient.

• Using an artificial dataset (grad) containing a potential gradient field with one
feature generated by a change in the gradient.

Protein-ligand docking was performed and qualitatively evaluated by a panel consisting of
three biochemistry experts.
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three biochemistry experts.

Main Findings

Main Findings

For the disc field the high potential feature was detected by all participants regardless
of tf type. The low potential feature was detected by all using the hdtf whereas 13/16
found the feature with the static tf. The situation was remarkably different for the grad
field as only one participant detected the feature when using the static tf. In contrast,
when using the hdtf all subjects were able to detect the feature.
The expert evaluation was favourable for the hdtf. Docking was reported to be a
positive experience, the weaker attractive molecular forces were readily detected and no
negative effect of the hdtf was indicated.
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In the second in situ study, presented in Paper III, the design was similar to the first study
with respect to the type of tests used and the collection of data from task responses. One
main difference was the change in layout from partial cross-over to a test/control group
design. Laboratory tasks as well as questions in the pre- and post-tests were redesigned,
and one particular question was designed to be a target question. This question was
open-ended and aimed particularly at probing students’ knowledge about the process of
protein-ligand recognition. The target question appeared in both pre- and post-tests.
Data with relevance to the findings presented was from pre-/post-tests and task responses.
Additional data included logging data used in Paper IV and usability surveys used to focus
the continued development of the visuohaptic representation.
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cffH elaborated more on the stochastic nature of molecular processes and reasoned more
around dynamics in biomolecular systems in their post-tests. One student, representative
to the group, wrote the following in the pre-test (translated from Swedish):
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Whereas the post-test response was more elaborate:

Whereas the post-test response was more elaborate:

The ligand floats and flexes conformation caused by collisions with water and
other molecules in the solution. Occasionally it comes to the protein surface
somewhere and glides, bumps, interacts and pops out in the solution again until
the collaborative forces of weak interaction with the protein will dominate and
. . . When it fits into the binding pocket it feels like it is resting. No groups with
the same charge are fighting each other, and bulky groups find correspondingly
fitting holes. No hits, no pushes. How well the ligand binds is dependent on
how often it binds in comparison to how often it comes off. It is always this on
and off.
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Statistical analysis of the quantitative data revealed the following:
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showing significant improvement, whereas cffNoH did not.
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• Overall the level of learning gain was similar in both groups.
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• Students reasoning changed from pre-test to post-test, showing increasing use of
terms related to dynamics and to force, and decreasing use of chemical terms.
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terms related to dynamics and to force, and decreasing use of chemical terms.

6.5

Paper IV

In educational research the studies of interactions in classrooms, meeting rooms and laboratories are often based on video data and observations. However, when students are
working in virtual environments a video recording might not be practical (or even impossible) to use for capturing of interactions. In such cases a powerful alternative could be to
use logging data generated by the software.
This study examined students’ interactions with the cff visuohaptic representation. It
was, to our knowledge, the first study to apply log file analysis of a 3D visuohaptic virtual
model from an exclusively educational perspective. The aim of the study was to explore
students’ use of the representation in its different modes (cffH /cffNoH ) and relate those
interactions and behaviours to learning and performance in docking.
The material used originated from the data collection for the study described in Paper III. A custom interactive analysis tool was developed to examine the interaction data.
The tool enabled analysis through the use of information visualization techniques. Parallel
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Coordinate (pc) plots were available examinations of numerical and categorical data from
the log files and the second in situ study. The tool also included 3D scatter plots for analysis of the students’ movements of the ligand molecule. The use of this type of interactive
information visualization for interaction and learning analysis has not been presented in
previous research in molecular education.
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the log files and the second in situ study. The tool also included 3D scatter plots for analysis of the students’ movements of the ligand molecule. The use of this type of interactive
information visualization for interaction and learning analysis has not been presented in
previous research in molecular education.

Main Findings
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As this research presents an early effort to analyze log data of 3D visuohaptic interactions,
and as a consequence of the introduction of information visualization techniques in such
analysis, the research has included considerable efforts in the development of the methods
for analysis. The presentation of this method is one of the contributions from Paper IV.
In brief, the findings indicate that:
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and as a consequence of the introduction of information visualization techniques in such
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In brief, the findings indicate that:

• Students in condition cffH spent less interactive time with the system during the
docking task.
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docking task.

• Students in the cffNoH group generally kept the ligand closer to the protein surface.
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• Students in the cffNoH group pushed the ligand further into the docking site.
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• Students clearly moved the ligand differently depending on the perceptual condition,
with movements in the cffH group being conducted in a more constrained volume.

• Students clearly moved the ligand differently depending on the perceptual condition,
with movements in the cffH group being conducted in a more constrained volume.

• Mean accuracy in docking was similar for both groups.
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• Students in the cffNoH group switched between multiple visual representations of
the protein more than twice as often as the cffH group.

• Students in the cffNoH group switched between multiple visual representations of
the protein more than twice as often as the cffH group.

• Students in the cffNoH group performed a grip change operation more frequently.

• Students in the cffNoH group performed a grip change operation more frequently.

• Students with high a higher spatial aptitude displayed less representational and grip
change behaviours.

• Students with high a higher spatial aptitude displayed less representational and grip
change behaviours.

6.6

Paper V

The designs of haptic representations always have to consider some perceptual factors. In
cases when it is important to convey differences between features it can be crucial to know
how small perceptual differences can be perceived.
The study presented in Paper V investigated the Just Noticeable Difference (jnd) for
detection of an interface between two features when continuously probing volumetric data.
Two main questions were to be answered:
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Two reference force levels were tested, 0.1 N and 0.8 N, and the volumetric data was
varyingly occurring at the eight corners of a cube. Tests were performed with 24 participants. Using an adaptive 1-down 2-up staircase approach the forces delivered to the
participant were adjusted to give a greater or lesser difference between the features in the
data, where adjustments were based on the success or failure of the trial. Participants
continued with this procedure until a stop criterion was reached which indicated that a
jnd could be deduced.
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From Analysis of Variance (anova) the following results were determined to be of statistical
significance with a decision criterion of 0.05:

From Analysis of Variance (anova) the following results were determined to be of statistical
significance with a decision criterion of 0.05:

• jnd varied between the force levels, with 38.5 % difference being required for the 0.1
N reference force level, and 8.8 % difference for the 0.8 N level.

• jnd varied between the force levels, with 38.5 % difference being required for the 0.1
N reference force level, and 8.8 % difference for the 0.8 N level.

• There were differences in the jnd between positions, with the back corners of the
position cube differing from the front positions.

• There were differences in the jnd between positions, with the back corners of the
position cube differing from the front positions.

• The time needed to complete the trials with the 0.1 N level took longer than for the
0.8 N level.

• The time needed to complete the trials with the 0.1 N level took longer than for the
0.8 N level.

• Trials at one position stood out in that they took longer to complete than four of
the other positions.

• Trials at one position stood out in that they took longer to complete than four of
the other positions.

6.7

Conclusions and Future Work

Throughout this dissertation it has been shown that a haptic representation of proteinligand recognition can have an impact on learning about such molecular interactions. Students using the model displayed significant positive gains in learning. Together with the
changes in reasoning that was found after using the visuohaptic representation, it has been
demonstrated that that haptic feedback can support the communication of molecular interaction concepts that previously have been more challenging to convey. A contribution
has also been made in the form of demonstrating a visualization based analysis method
for interaction logging data. Through the use of interactive information visualization tools
as a novel vehicle for analysis of science education related data, it was found that learning
with the visuohaptic representation might be linked to certain interaction patterns and
behaviours.
In addition to the efforts focused on exploring the learning aspects of the cff model,
the in situ based evaluations have provided input regarding improvements of the model.
The students’ reviews of the system has been used to iteratively improve the protein-ligand
representation, which has also generated progress of haptic research with applicability in
other domains. Firstly, the hdtf, which can be applied to any volumetric data that
generates large force ranges, thereby making it possible to achieve improved detection of
features in the data, across the entire range. Secondly, the study on jnds in probing
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volumetric data adds to the corpus of haptic perceptual jnd studies. By determining the
general force differences required to detect the transition between two features in volumetric
data, this research provides input to designers of force models used for exploration of
volumetric data.
In parallel to the development of the model and the investigations conducted around it,
there has also been an iterative development of the entire learning sequence. Based on the
experiences from the studies the progressions have included modifications of introductory
lectures and design of the laboratory exercises, which have been part of both the normal
course, and also the research setting. The cff model has been used every year since the
first in situ study, and plans are being formed for its continued implementation in courses
at Linköping University.
There is still a lot of work to be done in the intersection formed by the triad of research fields involved in this dissertation. This includes, for example, more perception
based research such as testing transfer functions with perceptually based adaptation, or to
map jnds for feature detection in non-artificial data which normally contains more noise,
thereby making interfaces between features more diffuse. Another interesting continuation
would be to further develop our analysis tools and advance the investigations of differences
and similarities in students’ interactions with the visuohaptic representation. This could
include, for example, investigating if there are specific temporal patterns in the students’
use of the model.
Haptic docking systems are moving towards incorporating a larger degree of molecular
dynamics. An interesting continuation would be to investigate the communicational benefits of different levels of detail in the dynamics of the visuohaptic representation. Such a
project would have prospects for continued work within the triadic intersection with demands for further development of representations for dynamic molecular haptics as well as
requirements on mapping the effect on communication and learning. Molecular dynamics
are computationally demanding, and it could be beneficial to determine how much computational power is needed for a good trade-off between communication of the content and
acceptable accuracy in the molecular model. From an educational research view, moving
from a rigid to a flexible protein over several levels of dynamics could be seen as a haptic
parallel to comparative research on animations vs. still images or using different levels of
realism in the representations.
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